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1. Executive Summary 
 
The Township of Ear Falls commissioned this Broadband Study to determine the status of regional 
connectivity, community broadband needs, infrastructure gaps, risk matrix and detailed recommendations 
required to develop functional broadband at a minimum of 50 Mbps download and 10 Mbps upload.   
 
A site visit of the community was conducted on October 6, 2020 to document visible terrestrial broadband 
infrastructure.  The site visit concluded that Bell Canada dominates both the regional fibre transport system 
and the community last mile networks.  Shaw Cable, Tbaytel and Xplornet also have a presence throughout Ear 
Falls with a variety of highspeed internet packages. 
 
In addition to the site visit, the project team engaged with regional telecommunications service providers, 
prepared and conducted a community-based survey, acquired speed test data and researched regulatory 
matters that might have an impact on a broadband project.  The project team consolidated all the information 
gathered into a report to which outlines the current status of regional connectivity, needs infrastructure gaps, 
risk matrix and recommendations required to develop functional broadband. 
 
Based on these observations, the following primary and secondary recommendations are presented for 
consideration by the Township of Ear Falls. 
 
Primary Recommendations 
 Ear Falls should establish a Broadband Champion to drive the vision of a connected community. 

 
 The Township should contact Bell’s business sales team to understand the steps and cost to connect the 

municipal offices as there is Bell buried conduit with fibre that is installed to the Ear Falls Government 
Building. 
 

 The community should collaborate with neighbouring communities, both Indigenous and non-Indigenous.  
In general, teaming up with other communities and service providers provides increased leverage and 
economies of scale. 
 

 Given the level of Bell’s fibre connectivity through the core of Ear Falls, it would behoove the community 
to confirm if Bell has plans to include the community in current or upcoming government funding 
applications. 
 

 Additionally, the community should contact both Shaw and Tbaytel to determine if Ear Falls is being 
considered as part of their submissions to ICON and UBF funding programs.   

 
Secondary Recommendations 
 Ear Falls should encourage requests by private entities in deploying their own networks in the community 

by providing assistance with permits, approvals, equipment locations and local media.   
 

 Ear Falls could undertake a feasibility study to assess the benefits of creating its own Internet service 
provider (ISP) 
 

 Secure expertise of a Regulatory resource that can monitor and advise on current and upcoming 
proceedings that could have an impact on the community with regards to broadband internet 
 

 Undertake a review of the Smart Cities and Intelligent Communities movement. 
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2. Approach to the Study 
 
This study is a result of Township of Ear Falls’ Broadband Study Request for Quote.   The project team was 
responsible for the following deliverables as per the Scope of Work document provided by Ear Falls. 
 

2.1. Scope of Work 
 
Research and document the current broadband infrastructure in the Community. Determine the state of 
terrestrial infrastructure and community needs. 
 
Deliverables: 

 Perform a “desktop” gap and needs analysis using publicly available resources and data. 
 Conduct site visits to identify visible telecommunications infrastructure in the Community and general 

vicinity.  The study will focus on terrestrial-based services such as existing copper, coax and fibre plant. 
Buried services will be identified and/or assumed dependent on service markers. Mobile and fixed 
wireless services will be noted.  

 Engage regional telecommunications service providers as a source of information. 
 Prepare, conduct and analyze community-based surveys with the assistance of the community. 
 Acquire data sets including Speed Test Data and other statistical information as might be feasible with 

the assistance of the community. 
 Provide an overview of relevant regulatory matters that might have an impact on the project (i.e., open 

access policy, basic service determination and potential access to new funding). 
 Prepare a consolidated report outlining the current status of regional connectivity, needs, infrastructure 

gaps, risk matrix and recommendations as to all required steps and technical improvements required to 
develop functional broadband (minimum of 50 Mbps download and 10 Mbps upload speed).  

 Report presentation to Council/Staff. 
 Prepare a project budget based on the implementation of the recommended course of actions and 

upgrades. Each action item will be separated line by line and indicate the cost of item delivery. 

3. Introduction 
 
The Township of Ear Falls (“Ear Falls”) commissioned this Broadband study to determine the status of regional 
connectivity, community broadband needs, infrastructure gaps, risk matrix and detailed recommendations as to 
all required steps and technical improvements required to develop functional broadband at a minimum of 
50Mbps download and 10 Mbps upload. Ear Falls wants to ensure that it has access to affordable, ubiquitous, 
and scalable broadband networks to enhance connectivity within its community and improve access to a wider 
global network.  Greater broadband connectivity can tangibly increase economic diversity.   
 
A study was recently published by the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga and Oklahoma State University 
that underscores the essence of the importance of broadband in rural areas.  The researchers stated: 
 
“We find that high speed broadband has significant effects on county-level unemployment rates… We also find 
measurable benefits to early adoption of high-speed broadband. Compared to urban areas, the benefits of 
better-quality broadband are disproportionately greater in rural areas.”1 

 
1 Lobo, B., Alam, R., Whitacre, B., Broadband Speed and Unemployment Rates: Data and Measurement Issues, 2019 
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The study references the results of other research that suggest high-speed broadband: 

• facilitates efficiency, heightens productivity and, likely, fosters innovation; 
• positively impacts productivity, growth, employment and poverty levels; 
• where not available or is restricted, cuts off many families from e-commerce, banking, health 

care and other services; 
• has impacts in applications to medicine, banking, education, and in the evolution of an 

entrepreneurial ecosystem; and 
• has positive effects on disaster recovery services for businesses and benefits stemming from 

intelligent traffic systems (i.e., smart grid technology). 
 
The researchers take care to delineate broadband and speed, as the terms are now often used interchangeably.  
It is not enough to say a particular area has access to broadband internet – the speed and quality of that service 
is paramount.  Please refer to the section entitled “Speed” that expands on this.  
 
This report encapsulates the results of a desktop and a “ground truthing” (visual site inspection) analysis of the 
visible broadband infrastructure connecting the community. Based on anecdotal information regarding Bell’s 
available transport capacity into Ear Falls, it is presumed that a broadband gap exists as highlighted in red in the 
chart2. However, it is important to note that only Bell, the network owner, can confirm this information.   
 

 
Figure 1: Estimated broadband gap (combined) 

A site visit of the community was conducted on October 6, 2020 to document visible terrestrial broadband 
infrastructure (ground truthing). The site visit concluded that Bell Canada dominates both the regional fibre 
transport system and the community last mile networks. Bell provides very limited fibre-to-the-business (FTTB) 
connectivity to several locations in Ear Falls such as the school and DSL services to residents.  Shaw Cable also 
has a presence throughout Ear Falls with a variety of highspeed internet packages. Tbaytel provides fixed 
wireless access (FWA) services via its tower in Ear Falls. Lastly, Xplornet supplies satellite-based internet access 
generally to those without access to either terrestrial or fixed wireless solutions.  
 

 
2 Refer to 7.3 Needs and Gap Overview for details and assumptions contained in the chart. 
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This report is organized into three general areas: the first provides a background on broadband Internet itself, 
the related Canadian regulatory environment and the basic infrastructure that underlies its delivery.  The second 
area focuses on the regional and local infrastructure, the relative gaps and community recommendations.  The 
last area summarizes the risks and respective recommendations, followed by various supporting exhibits.  
 
The Smart City and Intelligent Community Forum are tangible examples of how communities, of all sizes, are 
focused on transforming their footprints to be better prepared for the future – and the future is today.  These 
movements are not only focused on connectivity itself, but on what holistic tactics municipalities can implement 
to see efficiencies and improvements across the entire range of services. Lighting and traffic controls, waste 
management, health care, municipal operations, communications, educations – all components of moving the 
line forward.   
 
Reports show the real linkages between economic development and resident well-being in conjunction with 
access to affordable, ubiquitous broadband.  The publication “Understanding Community Broadband: The 
Alberta Toolkit”3 states,  

 
The toolkit goes on to list the areas that broadband access positively impacts: 

 Economic Growth 
 Business 
 Agriculture 
 Government 
 Health 
 Education 
 Public safety 
 Transportation 
 Teleworking 
 Entertainment 
 Tourism 

 
A few years ago, while we were all slowly merging onto the digital highway, media continuously pointed to 
countries such as Japan and South Korea as the bleeding edge of connectivity (and they still are).  But today, we 
must be focused within our own community borders and how we measure up to these global standards.   
 
 
 
 

 
3 McNally, M., McMahon, R., Rathi, D., Pearce, H., Evaniew, J., Prevatt, C., Understanding Community Broadband: The Alberta Broadband Toolkit, 2016  

“In the same way that electricity and roads were key drivers of community development in the 20th century, 
broadband is the new infrastructure paradigm shaping the growth and sustainability of communities, 
households and businesses in the 21st century. Broadband connectivity is crucial at three levels: it is essential 
communication infrastructure, it is an enabling technology that can be used in all sectors, and it is critical as 
the economy and society transform from the industrial era to the information age.” 
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Regardless where the community is located, the common feedback across business leaders in rural and remote 
areas outline the following: 
 
Current business challenges with internet access: 

 Unreliable internet access including download and upload speeds 
 Dropped internet connections which hinder conducting business and utilizing internet-based software 

programs 
 Costly internet or lack of service provider options 

 
Benefits of obtaining adequate internet at affordable prices: 

 Increased profit 
 Improved customer service 
 Improved ability to conduct business 
 Ability to remain competitive 

 
Reasons how current internet setup is impacting the ability to conduct business: 

 Data entry or purchase orders can be lost with unreliability.  
 Unable to use certain programs or features (i.e., internet-based phone systems) 
 Cannot go paperless or use cloud-based programs 
 Cannot access online continuing education tools for staff 
 Unable to host web conferences or have work from home ability which adds to communing costs.  
 Companies unable to provide exceptional customer service by lack of online support. 

 
Stakeholders believe that both senior level of government and the local municipality have some sort of role in 
improving internet connectivity and access to broadband is adequate.  
 
The economic and well-being benefits of broadband are real.  However, so too is the investment of both effort 
and money required to address any gaps Ear Falls might have.  We know from the Connect to Innovate 
application process that while there was $500 Million available, the program was oversubscribed in excess of 
$4 Billion!  Government provides several funding sources (See Exhibit A – Funding Options) but in total 
government funds cannot cover the needs of all Canadians.  There can be no debate that a well thought out 
strategy is paramount to accessing any external assistance, whether government and/or private sector.  Similar 
to a company looking to underpin its operations for the next era, any attempt to do so without a roadmap is 
futile. 

4. Broadband Primer 
 
Prior to reviewing the regional and community-specific broadband data, a review of what broadband itself is will 
be discussed. This section will step through the definition of “broadband” including relevant statistics.  The global 
and Canadian backbones that enable the movement of data will be highlighted to provide insight on the highway 
system our information travels upon.  
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4.1 What is broadband? 
 
In 2016 the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) set out their well-publicized 
“aspirational” goals of 50 Mbps download and 10 Mbps upload for broadband Internet in 90% of Canadian 
households by the end of 2021, and in 100% of Canadian households within 10 to 15 years of the issuance of 
policy4.  While it might be possible that a large part of connected Canada can achieve these speeds - as many 
already do, there will be those areas that continue to languish as they do today. As such, the CRTC introduced 
an interim goal in 2018 such that proposed projects that would build, or upgrade access infrastructure must be 
capable of providing a minimum download speed of 25 Mbps and a minimum upload speed of 5 Mbps.5  
 

Speed 
While most people might be familiar with the terminology of 
“download” and “upload”, it is helpful to understand what speed really 
means with relation to the Internet.  Speed is a combination of 
bandwidth and latency.  For the purpose of illustration, bandwidth is 
how wide or narrow a pipe is and latency is how fast the material flows 
within the pipe. While broadband connectivity is defined by various 
speeds measured in Megabits per second (Mbps) (e.g. 5 Mbps, 25 
Mbps), it is better understood as an always-on, high capacity data 
transmission connection. 
 
Satellite internet subscribers will be acquainted with latency.  This is the time it takes for data to travel between 
points.  For satellite services, it can take an appreciable amount of time for data to travel up to the satellite and 
then get bounced down to the recipient.  Excessive latency levels can negatively impact any services that must 
have real time monitoring (i.e., agricultural equipment operations). 
Broadband Internet can be delivered across a variety of mediums including fibre optics, coaxial cable, copper, 
fixed wireless, mobile wireless and satellite.  Each will be explained in sections below.   
 
The accompanying chart (Figure 3) from the CRTC’s 2019 
Communications Monitoring Report provides the Canadian 
average per hour of data streaming for some of the more 
popular apps.  YouTube averages almost 5GB per hour!  Since it 
is an average, that means there are times of day that have higher 
bandwidth requirements than others. The highest peak times 
are usually 7pm-9pm when people are home and watching 
Netflix, playing online games or doing homework.  
 
Streaming in the context of the internet means that the end user 
is constantly receiving data (i.e., listening to online music or 
watching Netflix) and able to play or watch immediately. 
Alternately, a customer can also download where the entire file 
is downloaded before accessing it (i.e., work files, website content, audiobooks). Just like downloading files, 
there are challenges with streaming content on the internet. If you have insufficient bandwidth (Figure 2), users 

 
4 Internet Society, The State of Broadband Connectivity in Canada’s Rural and Remote Regions, 2018 
5 Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2018-377 

Figure 2: Internet Speed Comparisons - 
The Alberta Broadband Toolkit 

Figure 3: Average Wireline Data Usage Per Hour 
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can experience annoying stops, lags, or slow buffering (those brief delays as enough data is received before 
being able to play the movie again).  
 
The CRTC 2019 Communications Monitoring Report6 states: 

 

Connecting Ear Falls to the Globe 

 
The are several layers of transmission network required to link Ear Falls to the Canadian (and then global) 
network.  Typically, these are known as Backbone, Middle Mile and Last Mile routes applying to both terrestrial 
(i.e., fibre) and wireless networks. Backbone is the transport network, also known as “backhaul” and “long haul” 
which provides the connectivity across long distances on a point-to-point basis.  Middle Mile is the portion of 
the network that links the backbone network to a service provider’s facilities. Last Mile is the connection from a 
service provider’s facilities to the end-user.  The types are Last Mile connections are explained below in greater 
detail. 

 
6 CRTC, Communications Monitoring Report, 2019 https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/publications/reports/policymonitoring/2019/cmr 

Canadians are increasingly relying on their Internet service to receive news, share information, 
communicate with others, do business, and for educational and entertainment purposes. 
They are using the following types of services with growing frequency: audio and video streaming, online 
gaming, live video conferencing, teleworking, and accessing and transferring large data files on the cloud. 
 
The data consumption rates for these services can vary from 50 Mb per hour for audio services to 5 GB 
per hour for 4K video streaming. 
 
With the number of devices connected to the home network growing, consuming more data, having an 
Internet service of at least 50/10/Unlimited may be necessary for Canadian households to allow multiple 
users to simultaneously access these types of services and to effectively participate in the digital economy 
and society. 

Figure 4: Broadband Infrastructure - Iowa Communications Network 
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Last Mile Networks 
There are many delivery methodologies 
for broadband Internet services 
depending on the location and 
availability of service providers.  This 
section will highlight the most popular 
types and provide a description of the 
technology, including: 
Wired: 
 Fibre-to-the-Home (FTTH) 
 Fibre-to-the-Node (FTTN) 
 Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) 
 Coax Cable 
 Hybrid Fibre Coax (HFC) 
Wireless: 
 Fixed Wireless (FW) 
 Mobile Wireless (not considered a 
broadband access technology; however, 
there are customers that use data hubs 
and turbo sticks from carriers such as Bell 
Mobility and Rogers, included under FW)  
 Satellite 

 
 
Summary of the Region’s Facilities-Based Internet Providers 
 

  
FTTH 

 
FTTN 

 
DSL 

 
Dial-up 

 
HFC 

 
Coax 

Fixed 
Wireless 

 
Satellite 

Bell  X X X     
Shaw     X X   
TBayTel       X  
Xplornet       X X 

Figure 6: Region’s Facilities-based ISPs 

 
  

Figure 5: Connection Type Comparisons 
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Wired 
Fibre-to-the-Home 
(FTTH) 
FTTH (or Fibre-to-the-
Building) is a fibre 
optic communications 
path that connects the 
service provider’s 
electronics directly to 
the customer premises 
as illustrated in Figure 
7.  This technology is 
currently deemed to 
be the most robust 
and “future proof” of 
all the others. Fibre 
optics have a long 
lifespan and capacity can be increased by upgrading the electronics. Fibre also enables other technologies, such 
as fixed wireless (connectivity to the sites) and especially data intensive 5G networks. 
 

Fibre-to-the-Node (FTTN) 
In a FTTN network, fibre is extended to a street cabinet or an on-pole cabinet into a neighbourhood. From there, 
copper connects users, typically through a variant of digital subscriber lines (DSL).  Cable companies, such as 
Shaw also use FTTN topology in their hybrid fibre coax (HFC) local networks as will be described below.  In this 
case, coaxial cable extends from the node to the premises.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 8: FTTN Topology 

Figure 7: FTTH/FTTB Last Mile 
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Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) 
 

 
DSL is a technology for Internet access over telephone voice lines. There are various types of DSL as shown in 
Figure 9, including asymmetric DSL (ADSL) and very-high-bit-rate DSL (VDSL). While many service providers have 
upgraded their networks to the higher speed VDSL, the quality of a DSL line depends on the distance from the 
service provider’s equipment to the customer. As the data travels along the telephone line, increased 
interference and electrical resistance causes the signals to degrade.  This degradation directly affects the 
advertised Internet speeds an end user might be expecting.   
 

Coaxial Cable 
Cable Internet uses the same infrastructure as a cable television. It provides an Internet signal over the coaxial 
cable lines which run to a customer’s premises.  Similar to DSL, cable Internet makes use of unused channels 
(predefined frequency ranges) to pass data without interfering with television programming.  Cable is a shared 
connection. The line that runs to a house is a branch of a larger trunk which also feeds the neighbours’ homes. 
This means that if that trunk is not wide enough to feed the neighbourhood it may become congested causing 
decreased speeds7. 
 

Hybrid Fibre Coax (HFC) 
This architecture is used by cable television companies and is a form of Fibre-to-the-Node architecture noted 
above. In a typical HFC system, fibre runs to an optical node in each neighborhood, and coaxial cable running 
from the node serves between 100 and 500 users as shown in Figure 10. 

 
7 TekSavvy Solutions Inc. 

Figure 9: DSL Technology Comparison - Alcatel-Lucent 
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Wireless 
There are several forms of wireless technology, including licensed and unlicensed wireless, fixed and mobile.   
Mobile wireless (i.e., cellphones) is not typically considered a broadband access technology for a variety of 
reasons such as data costs and the architecture used.  However, there are residents that subscribe to expensive 
and restrictive data plans using “turbo sticks” and hubs that make use of a cellular company’s signals to access 
the internet.  For the purposes of this document, the wireless section will focus on “fixed” wireless as provided 
by an ISP or Wireless ISP (WISP).   
 

Fixed Wireless 
Fixed wireless allows for broadband 
connectivity to a home or building that may 
not have access to reliable terrestrial 
wireline services or has poor dial-up 
speeds.  This technology requires the 
installation of a small panel antenna at the 
premise which is aimed towards a nearby 
tower as shown in the graphic below.  
Depending on the technology deployed by 
the service provider, users can experience 
in the range of 1.5Mbps up to 25Mbps; 
however, some providers advertise up to 
50Mbps.  The reality is that these speeds are rarely obtained, unless located directly below the tower, and far 
below the desired speeds truly needed.  There are a few challenges with receiving quality fixed wireless service, 
namely weather and location.  Like satellite, there can be signal degradation due to weather conditions.  
However, location proves to be a bigger challenge in that the system needs to have line of site between the 
user’s panel and the tower’s antennas for the best experience.  Trees and changing elevations are factors that 

Figure 11: Fixed Wireless 

Figure 10: Hybrid Fibre-Coaxial - Wikipedia 
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can impede connectivity, for instance if a home is located at a lower elevation along the shore of a lake or 
surrounded by a dense forest. 
 
Fixed wireless can be a more cost-effective way for service providers to cover a rural area over the cost of 
bringing fibre to a community.  A service provider might be able to use existing structures such as microwave 
towers and water towers to create a microwave (wireless) backbone connecting its facilities to the target area.  
Service providers might also build new towers along the path to fill in missing areas.  As with cellular mobile 
wireless, tower locating can be challenging due to the lack of accessible power, suitable ground conditions and 
distances.   
 
Another consideration is what kind of bandwidth or data capacity can be delivered to the transmission site at 
the community.  While connecting the tower to a fibre network greatly increases the amount of capacity the site 
can deliver, usually in rural settings fibre is not an option and the service provider is restricted by the carrying 
capacity of its backbone microwave system. Similar to cable internet systems, fixed wireless sites have to share 
bandwidth across its customer base so there is the chance the users will experience variable speeds depending 
on the number of concurrent users connected to the site.  Users will typically experience this “congestion” the 
evening when internet usage peaks in their neighbourhoods while people settle in to watch Netflix and You Tube 
videos.  
 
There are many improvements pending in the fixed wireless arena as the government looks to make more 
spectrum options available to the service providers.  An entirely separate report can be written to outline the 
frequencies (i.e., White Space, 600Mhz, 900Mhz, 3500Mhz), related equipment and regulatory hurdles to 
overcome.  However, suffice it to say that with all wireless technologies, they will have similar challenges in 
terms of coverage and capacity, plus greater need for fibre penetration to feed the bandwidth needed by the 
end users being served from the towers.  5G is one of these wireless solutions that have us captivated.  
 

5G 
There has been a lot of media coverage surrounding 5G technology and how it can rival fibre’s capacity but 
wirelessly.  There are several important facts that need to be considered when discussing 5G8: 
 There are 2 types of 5G (two frequency bands) namely, FR1 (below 6GHz) and FR2 (millimeter wave aka 

mmWave).   
o FR1 operates in a lower frequency band and can have characteristics similar to advanced cellular 

technology in terms of coverage, but with higher data capacity. As noted below, there are still line 
of sight and potential weather impacts. 

o FR2 speeds will be much greater (i.e., fibre-like) and capable of connecting 1000 more devices than 
4G/LTE (i.e., cellular), but base stations may be only 100 metres apart.  This means there must be a 
LOT of antenna sites in a small area and FIBRE INTENSIVE as sites will be mostly connected to fibre 
due to the required capacities. 

 Antennas must have line of sight. 
 Tree foliage and weather will impact transmission. 
 Current health effects are under scrutiny, especially at the FR2 level. 
 
5G still has a long path ahead of it – especially in the area. It is widely debated as to how effective 5G will be in 
a rural setting given its limited propagation characteristics, regardless of the frequency range.   

 
8 Clearcable Networks, Building Better Broadband for Communities of all Sizes, CRRBC, 2019  
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Satellite 
Satellite Internet has been a viable, if not sole option for many rural customers. It does not require access to 
land-based telephone or cable TV lines as the link is between the satellite and the dish located at the premises. 
Current systems perform well beyond dial-up telephone capabilities. In the study area, Xplornet is the prime 
satellite providers for consumer services. The satellites use a geostationary orbit, often referred to as a 
geosynchronous equatorial orbit (GEO); whereby, the satellite orbits the earth at a very high altitude above the 
equator and follows the earth’s orbit.  To an earthbound observer, the satellite appears fixed in the sky and 
therefore the dish at the premises can stay aimed in the same southerly position. 
 
Satellite broadband has 
advanced over the past years 
with new, high-capacity 
equipment employing the 
latest technology.   However, 
satellite communications are 
affected by heavy rain or snow 
(rain fade).  They also are 
affected by a signal delay 
(latency) because of the 
distance data must travel from 
the user to the satellite back 
down to an earth station and 
then along the path again to 
the user.  This latency is a factor 
in services that rely on real time 
data transfer. 
 
 

Low Earth Orbit (LEO) Satellites 
Satellite broadband has advanced recently with new, high-capacity equipment employing the latest technology. 
The industry has been getting a lot of mainstream attention recently with the well-publicized race by many 
companies led by Elon Musk’s Starlink low earth orbit (LEO) systems.  These constellations of satellites will 
number in the thousands with the promise of lower latency and higher throughput. Telesat recently received 
Federal government funding to invest in the technology (Figure 13).  It is important to note that the LEO systems 
Starlink is deploying uses “regular” radio wave frequencies, similar to the fixed wireless technology from towers. 
That means that their LEO constellation is not capable of greater capacity.  It is not known at which point Starlink 
will begin launching hardware with optical capacity (same idea as fibre).  Telesat has stated that its LEO system 
will launch starting in 2023 with optical connectivity and will be capable of greater bandwidth capacities. 
However, Telesat’s service model intends to only provide “backbone” type capacity to other service providers 
and not direct to consumers. 
 

At best, 5G in the FR1 band might be deployed in the denser business cores, but quite unlikely in the near 
future in broader residential applications in the area. 

Figure 12: Satellite Connectivity 
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Analysts recently quantified the estimated maximum capacity of Starlink’s fully deployed constellation of up to 
12,000 satellites at 485,0009 subscribers across the United States.  Further calculations by other analysts indicate 
that Starlink may likely only be able to service only 1-3 percent of rural North America. This does not discredit 
the importance of Starlink. It will be a key tool in the broadband toolkit especially where other solutions, lead 
by fibre, cannot be economically deployed.  While not usually publicized, LEO satellite networks will also require 
a substantial terrestrial network that provides the linkages to the equipment and the global network. A fully 
ubiquitous, global LEO network is still several years away.  Many industry analysts believe that affordable and 
accessible consumer services are not likely for many years to come.  In fact, others note that like Sirius and XM 
before, there will likely be industry consolidation while targeting larger enterprise customers to address 
deployment costs.  Communities should consider LEO services as another tool in their broadband solutions 
toolkit for remote areas versus the only solution.   

 
9 Light Reading: Starlink’s network face significant limitations, analyst finds - https://www.lightreading.com/4g3gwifi/starlinks-network-faces-significant-
limitations-analysts-find/d/d-id/764159 

Figure 13: Telesat's Projected LEO Network 
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4.2 Global Network 
 
Taking a few large steps back, it is helpful to understand the high-level global interactions that illustrate how 
data traverses our planet.  The World Wide Web is an intricate and complex mesh of computing and storage 
devices interwoven across the world.  It is also a somewhat recent phenomenon when compared to the lifecycle 
of plain old telephone service of the past century.  This new evolution of communications has given rise to the 
infamous “Cloud” and “Internet-of-Things” (IoT) that many of us interact with while accessing online music or 
setting our new thermostats. 
 

 
Figure 14: VmWare Inc. Teloc Cloud Networks 

 
Not too long ago, the long-distance telephone network depended primarily on satellites to bounce voice signals 
across the globe.  On the ground, large microwave installations relayed these signals between communities. 
 
Today however, there is an impressive network of undersea fibre optic cables crisscrossing the ocean allowing 
data to travel at the speed of light from continent to continent.  Gone (mostly) are the days of echoes on calls 
and that perceptible delay as you waited for your friend to reply to you.  It will not be too long before the map 
below shows the completed undersea fibre network across Canada’s Arctic Ocean – a huge boost for the Far 
North communities that get connected. 
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Figure 15: Huawei Marine 

 

 
Figure 16: Huawei Marine 

 
These undersea cables make landfall at strategic locations along the shorelines of their destination countries.  
From there, ground-based fibre optic transmission routes bring the data in to central data centres, such as carrier 
hotels.   
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4.3 Canadian Network  
 
All major communication service providers meet at these data hubs and interconnect with each other so to 
facilitate the flow of data across their networks and across the country.  Given the symbiotic nature of this data 
exchange, many of the smaller service providers also strive to interconnect at some of these centres to pick-up 
their traffic at greatly reduced costs and increased efficiencies.  
 

4.4 National Transport 
 
However, before discussing data centres, it is important to understand how data traffic gets to these centres 
and between each other across Canada. 
 
The following map published by Shaw Business is a great example of the predominantly railway-based fibre optic 
transport network across Canada and into key US locations.  It also shows the major carrier hotels (indicated by 
the yellow stars) where Shaw is located so that their potential customers can interconnect with them to buy 
services.  Further to the global fibre maps above, this map shows some of the key international peering locations 
in New York (to Europe), Seattle (to Asia) and San Jose (to Asia). 
 

 
Figure 17: Shaw Business Network Fibre Routes 

The routes shown in the map correspond (mostly) to rail routes.  The rail network provides a natural pathway 
for fibre optic cable to traverse the country.  Rail companies own significant Right of Ways (ROW) on either side 
of their track system and enjoy certain regulatory privileges as was set out in the Railway Act.  In most places, 
rail tracks have priority access across all land (“Dominant Tenement”) which simplifies matters for the carriers 
and why telecommunications companies negotiated directly with the railways to bury fibre within the rail ROW.  
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It reduced the requirement for other complicated approvals, reduced the need to deal with a plethora of 
landowners and increased the speed by which they could roll out a cross country network. 
 
While it would seem logical to simply access the national fibre that in many cases intersects a community within 
the rail ROW, it is typically unfeasible.  Fibre equipment shelter spacing was based on the electronics of the time 
and on rail access.  There is limited fibre within the older ROWs as dozens of strands may have been placed years 
ago which are now at full capacity versus the hundreds (sometimes thousands) that are typically installed now.  
Upgrades to the electronics to create additional capacity and/or gain access to the fibre are significant. 
 

4.5 Data Centres 
 
One of Canada’s most important “carrier hotels” is located at 151 Front Street West in downtown Toronto.  
Situated alongside Canada’s major railway corridor and in the shadow of the CN Tower, this facility has grown 
into a secure, hardened technology centre where many Canada’s service providers have either direct access to 
or connect to those that do.   
 

 
Figure 18: 151 Front Street West, Toronto 

 
Figure 19: 151 Front Street West Location Map 
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Data centres are incredibly secure, and they must have fully redundant systems.  Only those with security 
clearance can access these facilities.  The buildings will have at least two diverse fibre entry points, multiple 
generators and advanced fire suppression systems.  Due to the volume of electronic equipment in the facility, 
cooling is a costly factor to deal with; therefore, electricity rates are a challenge for the operators.  
 
The following graphic shows a typical floor in a centre such as 151 Front Street.  On a much smaller scale, the 
Bell COs in the communities have similar configurations as do the equipment shelters at the base of towers or 
alongside fibre facilities.  
 

 
Figure 20: Rebel Networks 

The photo shows the rows of equipment cabinets that house the various electronics.  Overhead there are cable 
trays that keep all the wiring organized and safe.  Usually, cooling is provided underneath the flooring if there 
are raised floors or ducted throughout the room. 
 

 
Figure 21: Rebel Networks 

Neighbour to 151 Front Street and straddling the other side of rail corridor, the CN Tower itself is a major 
communications hub as it was built first and foremost as a large antenna tower.  In the bubble beneath the 
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rotating restaurant, there are several levels of massive microwave dishes broadcasting and receiving TV, radio 
and other data streams across the landscape. 
 

 
Figure 22: CN Tower 

 

 
Figure 23: CN Tower Interior Dishes 

4.6 Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) 
 
IXPs are data centres specific to the exchange of Internet traffic.  CIRA points out that one of the benefits to such 
facilities is that while it brings key Internet suppliers together, it also serves to keep Canadian data within 
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Canada’s borders.  There are certain classes of data that cannot (or should not) cross into international territory 
especially due to privacy concerns.10  
 
The primary purpose of an IXP is to allow networks to interconnect directly, via the exchange, rather than 
through one or more third-party networks. The primary advantages of direct interconnection are cost, latency, 
and bandwidth. It is much cheaper and quicker to exchange traffic directly with each other than to have to send 
data across distances through multiple carriers.  Each step adds time (i.e., latency) and consequently costs. 
 

 
Figure 24: Canada's Internet Exchange Points 

5. Regulatory 
 
The Canadian telecom market is constantly transitioning – as are all technology-based sectors – from a legacy 
era to new technologies able to deliver telephony services along with a plethora of other cutting-edge 
applications.  Many of Canada’s telecom service providers (TSPs) have existed for over a century established at 
the same time railways were being built and telegraph lines installed alongside them.  However, while 
technology has been evolving rapidly, changes to Canada’s telecommunications regulatory regime have been 
slow and deliberate.  There are those that argue it has been far too slow and even question its relevance in a 
free market; however, there is no question as to its importance in trying to bring digital equity to the 
underserviced areas of Canada. 
 

 
10 CIRA.ca 
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The telecommunications industry in Canada is governed by the federal Telecommunications Act.  As such, any 
service provider in Canada must abide by the rules and regulations that are administered through the Canadian 
Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC). 
 
The Department of Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada (ISED) plays a key role in the 
promotion of broadband in Canada and works closely with the CRTC to promote and drive the Federal Innovation 
Agenda.  It has become increasingly apparent that both the CRTC and ISED are intrinsically linked in bringing 
about Canada’s broadband growth.  The CRTC created the “Connected – Closing the Broadband Gap”, a $750 
Million fund to be distributed over five years.  ISED has opened the $1.75 Billion Universal Broadband Fund.  
There is an entire discourse in the sector as to what is the most effective way for government to support 
broadband deployment, whether through current funding programs and/or setting up operational subsidies for 
the more challenging areas in Canada. 
 
With the advent of high-speed broadband and big data pipes, everything from voice services through to a wide 
array of media streams across the internet.  In the past it was easier to delineate between the infrastructure and 
technologies that delivered broadcast services such as television and radio versus that of telephone services.  
Now the Internet has brought about a ubiquitous pipe that is seemingly limitless in terms of the content and 
services it can serve up globally.  More often than not, the telecommunications and broadcasting silos are being 
knocked down as carriers have diversified their products and services.  Both Bell and Telus have become two of 
Canada’s largest television broadcasting companies with their Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) deployments.  
Similarly, Shaw has expanded into telephony, including mobility with the recent purchase of Freedom Wireless. 
 

5.1 Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) 
 
The CRTC is an administrative tribunal within the Government of Canada that is responsible for regulating and 
supervising Canada’s communication system in the public interest. The CRTC operates under a number of 
legislative authorities and Acts of Parliament. These include the following: the CRTC Act, the Bell Canada Act, the 
Broadcasting Act, the Telecommunications Act, Canada’s Anti-Spam Legislation (CASL) and the Canada Elections 
Act, which includes provisions that established the Voter Contact Registry (VCR). 11  
 
The Commission, as it is otherwise referred to, reports to the Minister of Canadian Heritage.  It is comprised of 
the Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson of Broadcasting and Vice-Chairperson of Telecommunications. There can be 
up to 13 Commissioners, all federal Cabinet appointees.12  While the Commission is politically appointed, it acts 
at an arm’s length from the government in more of a judicial-like manner whereby it tends to make decisions 
much in the same way a court would based on evidence and consultations.   
 
The Telecommunications Act sets out what elements and services are to be regulated.   Over the years, the CRTC 
has rendered many decisions and policies that have guided Canada’s broadband industry.  However, under 
certain conditions, the CRTC can “forbear” or “refrain” from regulating all or part of a service. This is the case 
with Internet services, allowing the industry to operate in a more market-based manner. It has refrained from 
the direct regulation of rates, enforcing quality of service issues, or overseeing the business practices of Internet 
service providers (ISPs) unlike its regulation of certain telephone voice services. 
 

 
11 CRTC, Three Year Plan 2017-2020 
12 CRTC, Our Leadership, https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/acrtc/organ.htm 
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In 2006, the Government of Canada directed the CRTC to rely on market forces as much as possible. In some 
markets, several consumer choices are available, resulting in natural competition that brings better prices for 
consumers. In these cases, the CRTC limits regulations and allows competition to drive the market; in other 
markets, CRTC regulation is necessary.13 
 

5.2 Innovation, Science and Economic Development  
 
The Department of Innovation, Science and Economic Development (ISED) was previously known as Industry 
Canada.  It is comprised of 17 federal departments and agencies, including the Federal Economic Development 
Initiative for Northern Ontario (FedNor). There are four Ministers that form the senior leadership of this 
portfolio.  The Minister of Innovation, Science and Economic Development has purview over broadband 
technology matters and spectrum management. 
 
The Minister of Innovation, Science and Economic Development, through the Department of Industry Act, the 
Radiocommunication Act and the Radiocommunication Regulations, with due regard to the objectives of the 
Telecommunications Act, is responsible for spectrum management in Canada. As such, the Minister is 
responsible for developing national goals and policies for spectrum utilization and for ensuring effective 
management of the radio frequency spectrum resource. 14 While the CRTC “regulates and supervises” according 
to the Acts; ISED is responsible for the legislation of the Acts themselves, most relevant to this report being the 
Telecommunications Act.    
 
The Federal Government aims to connect 98% of Canadians to high-speed Internet by 2026.  As part of this goal, 
ISED has announced the Universal Broadband Fund (UBF). The fund intends to provide up to $1.75 billion over 7 
years to support broadband projects across Canada. It has been designed to fund broadband infrastructure 
projects that will bring high-speed Internet at 50/10 Megabits per second (Mbps), with a focus on rural and 
remote communities.  
 
The funding is available to support connecting Canadians via several streams: 

 $750 million available to fund large, high impact projects:  
o should target a large number of households,  
o a large geographic area that leaves no household underserved,  
o greatly improve the speeds offered (i.e., from 5/1 to 50/10), and  
o have a business case that makes sense to involve a partner like the Canada Infrastructure Bank, 

which is available to offer low-cost loans for broadband projects. 
 

 up to $150 million through the Rapid Response Stream for projects that can be completed in 2021: 
o must enhance household access to high-speed Internet in the very short term or before 

November 15, 2021 to address immediate broadband needs, 
o contributions of up to $5 million to projects that can be deployed quickly and have a big impact 

on networks in rural and remote areas, and 
o the intake closes January 15, 2021  

 
 

 
13 The Canadian Encyclopedia, CRTC, https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/canadian-radio-television-and-telecommunications-
commission/ 
14 ISED, Our Organization, https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/icgc.nsf/eng/h_00022.html 
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 up to $50 million is available for mobile projects that primarily benefit Indigenous peoples, and 
 the General Stream for projects that range up to $50 million: 

o the intake closes February 15, 2021. 
 

5.3 Telecom Service Provider Categories 
 
The CRTC defines a Telecommunications Service as “any service involving the use of telecommunications in 
whole or in part and which is provided by any person, organization, unit, or legal entity to any other private 
person, organization, unit, or legal entity. Telecommunications services include both regulated and unregulated 
services, such as the provision of Internet access”.15  It further defines telecommunications as “any emission, 
transmission, or reception of intelligence by any wire, cable, radio, optical, or other electromagnetic systems.”16  
 
A Telecommunications Service Provider (TSP), otherwise referred to as a “service provider” or “carrier” refers to 
any entity providing telecommunications services, such as telephone service, Internet and mobile service.  TSPs 
are classified into two major categories, namely “facilities-based” or “non-facilities-based”.  As the terms imply, 
the first group provides services over transmission facilities that they either own or operate, the second 
essentially re-sell services over another provider’s network facilities.   
 

Facilities-Based-Providers 
These types of telecommunications entities own or operate transmission facilities as defined in the 
Telecommunications Act, such as: 

 Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers (ILECs) - facilities-based incumbent provider of local voice services. 
These are the traditional telephone companies, such as Bell Canada. 

 Competitive Local Exchange Carriers (CLECs) - a telecommunications entities that own and/or operate 
transmission facilities, as per the Telecommunications Act, and is in competition with the ILECs.  Shaw 
may operate as a CLEC in some communities. 

 Wireless Carriers – in this case, those wireless carriers that own and/or operate transmission facilities. 
Examples would include Bell Mobility, Tbaytel Mobility, Rogers Wireless and Telus Mobility.  Many of 
these companies also have flanker brands, such as Koodo, Fido and Virgin Mobile. 

 Other Carriers – somewhat of a catch basin for carriers such as Xplornet and Galaxy Broadband that have 
their own facilities but provide satellite and fixed wireless. 

  

Non-Facilities-Based Providers 
These are telecommunications entities that do not own or operate transmission facilities.  These companies 
purchase most of their services from a facilities-based company such as those noted above, to resell to retail 
customers. Companies such as TekSavvy and Distributel are larger resellers.  
 

Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
An ISP is an organization that provides services for accessing, using, or participating in the Internet. Internet 
service providers may be organized in various forms, such as commercial, community-owned, non-profit, or 
otherwise privately owned.17  An ISP can be a provider within any of the above defined categories (ILEC, CLEC, 
Resellers).   
 

 
15 CRTC, Telecommunication Glossary, https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/dcs/glossaryt.htm#w 
16CRTC, Telecommunication Glossary, https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/dcs/glossaryt.htm#t 
17 Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_service_provider 
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Wireless Internet Service Provider (WISP) 
A WISP is an Internet service provider with a network based on wireless networking. Technology may include 
commonplace Wi-Fi wireless mesh networking, or proprietary equipment designed to operate over radio 
frequency (RF) waves. 
 

5.4 Telecom Notice of Consultation CRTC 2019-406 
 
Call for comments regarding potential barriers to the deployment of broadband-capable networks in 
underserved areas in Canada18 
The CRTC invited interested persons to identify potential barriers and/or regulatory solutions to building new 
facilities or interconnecting to existing facilities in order to extend broadband-capable networks more efficiently 
into underserved areas in Canada and give all Canadians access to high-quality voice services and broadband 
Internet access services.  The Notice was posted December 10, 2019 and is now closed for submissions.   
 
Some of the key elements for highlighted for additional research in the Notice include: 

 Efficient and Affordable Access to Existing Transport Services 
 Access to Dark Fibre 
 Rights of Way 
 Infrastructures Database 

 
The results from this Consultation have not yet been made public. 
 

5.5 Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2016-496  
 
Broadband Internet Decision 19 
This Decision also is known as “Closing the Gap” or the “Faster Internet” decision.  In it, the CRTC made several 
landmark announcements.   
 
The Commission has recognized and declared that both (i) fixed and mobile wireless broadband Internet access 
services, and (ii) fixed and mobile wireless voice services are now considered basic telecommunications services.  
This marks a change from the long-held regulatory focus on wireline services, such as landline telephone, along 
with the subsidy mechanisms that supported those services. 
 
With a focus on broadband Internet, the CRTC has now provided the industry the regulatory mandate to invest 
efforts in ensuring all Canadians, regardless of location, receive what it considers this revised universal service 
objective. 
 
As such, the CRTC Decision sets out the following objectives: 

 Canadians in urban, rural, and remote areas can access affordable, high-quality telecommunications 
services; 

 Telecommunications companies continue to invest in, and various levels of government continue to 
fund robust infrastructure that can be upgraded in the future and that is capable of providing high-
quality telecommunications services to Canadians across the country; 

 
18 CRTC, Telecom Notice of Consultation 2016-496, https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/archive/2019/2019-406.htm?_ga=2.220327256.1181019724.1609265774-
347138829.1594219588 
19 CRTC, Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2016-496 
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 Canadians can access innovative service offerings that enhance social and economic development; 
and 

 Canadians can make informed decisions about their telecommunications services.20 
 
To meet these objectives, the CRTC has set forth the target for all Canadians to have Internet access with speeds 
of at least 50 Mbps download, 10 Mbps upload and the option of unlimited data.  
 
The Commission has announced that it will alter the way it will start to calculate and collect subsidies from the 
telecommunications service providers so to create a new funding mechanism.  The plan is to invest up to $750 
million over five years to build or upgrade access and transport infrastructure in underserved areas. For the first 
year of the fund, no more than $100 million will be distributed. This amount will increase by $25 million annually 
over the following four years to reach an annual cap of $200 million.  
 
This initiative is meant to be in addition to other government programs and funding.  Specifically, the CRTC points 
out that… “this decision complements the Government of Canada’s Innovation Agenda, notably the action area 
of competing in a digital world.”   This in reference for example, to ISED’s Connect to Innovate fund (CTI) and 
current Universal Broadband Fund (UBF). 
 

5.6 Tower Sharing 
 
CPC-2-0-17 — Conditions of Licence for Mandatory Roaming and Antenna Tower and Site Sharing and to Prohibit 
Exclusive Site Arrangements 
The Canadian cellular industry has gone through several infrastructure build phases over the years as 
technologies have changed and coverage has increased.  The wireless carriers have always considered their 
towers as strategic assets and have been hesitant to allow colocation, unless they could get a strategic location 
from the other carrier.   
 
There have been many attempts by cellular entrants to deploy their own network services.  Increased tower 
requests were being made at municipalities and the residents began to push back with NIMBY – Not In My Back 
Yard.  All levels of government were demanding that cellular companies cooperate to allow colocation and 
therefore reduce the number of towers appearing next to each other. 
 
ISED released revised conditions of licencing for wireless carriers stating that… “the Licensee must facilitate 
sharing of antenna towers and sites, including rooftops, supporting structures and access to ancillary equipment 
and services (“Sites”) and not cause or contribute to the exclusion of other telecommunications common carriers 
from gaining access to Sites.”21  
 
Unfortunately, even with this condition, there are still enough exclusions that colocation requests are often 
prevented or greatly impeded.  The lack of willing colocation can impact the region as wireless ISPs (WISPs) or 
other cellular companies look to cover communities and/or existing transportation corridors as effectively as 
possible. 
 
 
 

 
20 CRTC, Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2016-496 
21 ISED, CPC-2-0-17, https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/smt-gst.nsf/eng/sf09081.html 
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5.7 Pole Attachment Fees Increase 
 
The OEB’s New Wireline Pole Attachment Framework: Updated Single Provincial Pole Attachment Charge 
The Ontario Energy Board is the provincial body that regulates, amongst other things, electricity rates and utility 
pole access fees.  Their recent decision to almost double the per pole rental fee from $22.35 to $43.63 per 
pole/per attacher/per year22 has sparked an uproar amongst all the companies that have to attach to utility 
poles to carry their facilities. 
   
In the view of the OEB… “Elements of the underlying methodology as well as certain costs were updated in 
favour of electricity ratepayers, while other elements were updated in favour of carriers. In the OEB’s view, the 
increase in the charge is reasonable given the benefit that carriers have received over the last 13 years. Unlike 
the majority of electricity distribution customers, carriers enjoyed the benefit of what was essentially a rate 
freeze.”23  
 
Rock is prevalent in Northern Ontario which makes burying fibre optic cable untenable for any business case.  
For smaller providers, installing their own poles can also negatively impact any decision to bring new service to 
a community.  The increased fee also jeopardizes those providers that currently use these poles and will in turn 
affect customers as prices may have to rise. The current Ontario provincial government has committed to 
reviewing these fees, among other policy items, in a bid to encourage additional broadband deployment. 
 
On October 1, 2020, Ontario’s Minister of Energy, Northern Development and Mines, Greg Rickford, set out the 
following as a priority for the OEB: “Consider pole attachment policy in the context of opportunities to better 
serve areas that are currently underserved.”  In Order EB-2020-0288 dated December 10, 2020, the OEB 
acknowledges the Minister’s priority and “expects to provide more information in the new year.”24 
 

6. Broadband Community Models 
 
There are many models a community can consider to address broadband deployment in their area.  Broadband 
Communities Magazine25 published an article outlining seven categories, including their associated costs and 
risks as summarized in the accompanying chart (Figure 25). 

 
22 Ontario Energy Board, EB-2015-0304 Report of the Ontario Energy Board Wireline Pole Attachment Charges March 22, 2018 
23 Ontario Energy Board, EB-2015-0304 Report of the Ontario Energy Board Wireline Pole Attachment Charges March 22, 2018 
24 Ontario Energy Board, Order EB-2020-0288, https://www.oeb.ca/sites/default/files/Order-Pole-Attachment-Charge-20201210.pdf 
25 Honker, J., Seven Models For Community Broadband, May / June 2016 
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Government Does Not Operate 
Public Policy Only 
In this model, the community establishes the policies and rules to facilitate broadband infrastructure. This can 
include permitting, dig once policies and fees.  
 
Infrastructure Only 
Municipalities can install conduit and dark fibre throughout their community, predominantly to enterprise and 
business locations, along with the municipality’s own facilities. It then leases access to others that in turn operate 
their own services.  
 
Public-Private Partnerships 
Common in public sector projects such as hospitals and highways, public-private partnerships (P3s) have found 
application in broadband deployment.  The determination as to how the parties share funding, construction, 
operations and risks is key and can be challenging.  

Figure 25: Seven Models for Community Broadband 
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Government Operates 
Public Services Provider 
In this scenario, the municipality becomes the service provider focused on its MASH sector (municipal, academic, 
school, hospital).  These locations usually need significant capacity which the municipality can provide at a lower 
cost and/or when there are no alternative sources. 
 
Open-Access Provider 
The municipality owns the fibre and lights it so that it can provide access to service providers on a wholesale 
basis.  
 
Retail Provider – Business Only 
Similar to being a public services provider, the municipality provides service to the business sector in competition 
with others.  
 
Retail Provider – Residential and business 
The municipality is a full-service telecommunications provider in this model servicing all sectors including 
residential. 
 

6.1 Examples of Community Broadband Models in Canada 
Community-Broadband.ca published the following list of “Canadian Success Stories”26.  The first four examples 
have hyperlinks to the website’s articles for further details (CTRL+click on the underlined name).   
 

 Olds, AB: O-Net is a municipal-owned fibre network which offers gigabit internet speeds to businesses 
and residents within the municipality. 

 Coquitlam, BC: QNet provides fast and competitively-prices fibre internet connections to businesses, 
schools, and residential high rises within the city, while leasing out unused network capacity to private 
ISPs. 

 Stratford, ON: Rhyzome Networks operate a city-owned fibre optic grid, which customers can connect 
to via wireless antenna. 

 Eastern Ontario: EORN is a regional fibre optic network that provides rural businesses and residential 
access points with cutting-edge broadband speeds. 

 Thunder Bay, ON: Tbaytel was incorporated over 100 years ago as Thunder Bay Telephone and has 
evolved to now operate Northern Ontario’s largest 4G network. 

 Sudbury, ON: Agilis Networks, a city-owned telecom company, operates a fibre optic network that can 
provide subscribers with sizable bandwidth and blazing fast internet speeds. 

 Muskoka, ON: Lakeland Networks became a municipally owned Internet service provider in 2010, for 
the purpose of bringing fibre optic internet to the region. 

 Niagara, ON: Niagara Regional Broadband Network (NRBN) is a telecom provider in the Niagara region, 
which is owned by a cooperative of utility service providers. 

 South Dundas, ON: The Municipality of South Dundas provides a fibre optic connection as a utility to 
residents and businesses in the community. 

 

 
26 Open Media, Success Stories, https://action.openmedia.org/page/66235/petition/3 
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7. Market Analysis 
 
A ground truthing site visit to Ear Falls was conducted on October 6th, 2020. The site visit was limited to visual, 
non-destructive investigation of facilities-based telecommunications infrastructure, specifically the visible 
“passive network”. This included copper telephone routes, coaxial cable and fibre optic systems.  The field visit 
information was further enhanced by a desktop analysis of publicly available network information. 
 
Within the study region footprint, the broadband passive transport layer is predominantly Bell-owned pole 
mounted fibre optics.  Tbaytel has a cellular/microwave network in parts of the region.  There are several 
national fibre optic routes that are located within rail corridors that traverse the region; however, generally not 
accessible for a variety of factors.  
 
The following map traces Bell’s visible regional aerial fibre route crossing through the footprint on Highway 105.  
Other than certain road, rail and water crossings, most of the regional fibre is aerial along the highway due to 
the prevalence of rock. 
 

 
Figure 26: Regional Fibre Routes 

 

7.1 Regional Transport Network 
 
As noted in the section “Connecting Ear Falls to the Globe”, the transport network is the connectivity provided 
between communities or other long distances on a point-to-point basis.  Within the study region footprint, the 
broadband passive transport layer is predominantly Bell-owned pole mounted fibre optics.   
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Tbaytel has a cellular/microwave network in parts of the region, but anecdotal information suggests that the 
system is limited in some of the study area.  While they do rely heavily on their wireless network to reach their 
rural footprint, microwave upgrades can be expensive and scalability a challenge.  While no visible fibre network 
was evident near Ear Falls, Tbaytel is actively expanding its fibre network in portions of Northwestern Ontario.   
 
There are several national fibre optic routes that travel within both CN and CP rail right of ways (ROWs).  Several 
years ago, the ownership of these fibre routes was quite diverse as companies invested heavily in fibre routes 
that crossed Canada and entered the US within the rail and some pipeline routes.  Over time there has been 
network consolidation helped along by a few bankruptcies so that most of the fibre strand ownership now seems 
to reside with Bell and Telus.  Companies like Shaw also have access to these runs either through direct 
ownership and/or long term “rental” agreements known as Indefeasible Rights of Use (IRUs). The rail companies 
also own fibre within their ROWs, but it is limited to internal use. 
 
Visual confirmation of a particular carrier’s fibre cable is possible via recognizable markers on the cable.  In the 
case of aerial (pole mounted) cable, Bell uses small rectangular orange tags that indicate the fibre optics, 
ownership and contact information. This is common practice with all companies as routes can be congested with 
various suppliers, whether fibre, traditional copper telephone lines or cable especially when cables need to be 
repaired.  These aerial facilities are always located well below any power lines for safety reasons (telecom space 
vs power space). Buried cable also carries warnings. 
 

 
Figure 27: Bell Fibre Optic Aerial Marker 

 
Bell Canada’s transport fibre routes through its local central office (CO) in Ear Falls.  At this location, Bell’s local 
fibre is distributed to a variety of locations including some businesses and the school.  Additionally, Bell’s copper-
based networking is housed within the CO to enable its community digital subscriber line (DSL) system. 
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Figure 28: Bell Canada Ear Falls Central Office Building 

 
Figure 29 below illustrates Bell’s transport fibre (red/orange line) route through the core of Ear Falls. The 
southern portion of the fibre routes alongside the Ear Falls Waterfront Park and then runs in the right-of-way 
corridor parallel to Highway 105 where it then crosses back onto Highway 105 at the Ear Falls Chapel routing 
towards Red Lake. The light purple lines represent local Bell fibre within the community. 
 

 

Figure 29: Ear Falls Broadband Infrastructure Overview 
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7.2 Community Last Mile Networks 
 
Last mile is a term given to the local connectivity between a service provider’s POP and the customer premises.  
It can also be known as the distribution layer. The term can technically apply in fixed wireless applications – the 
wireless “shot” from the tower to the customer’s panel antenna.   
 
Bell is the predominant last mile carrier as the traditional Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier (ILEC) with its local 
DSL copper distribution to residential areas.  A visual inspection noted that Bell does provide direct fibre 
connectivity to select business customers and the school.  There are examples of Bell’s fibre throughout the 
community, including the fibre slack loop near the municipal offices (Figure 30). Of note, the Township has also 
indicated that there is a Bell buried conduit with fibre that was installed through to the municipal building; 
however, the fibre service itself has not been connected at this time. 
 

 
Figure 30: Bell fibre coil across from Municipal building 

 
It is assumed at Shaw has a hybrid fibre coax (HFC) network in Ear Falls where it purchases bandwidth from Bell. 
The following are examples of Bell and Shaw infrastructure in Ear Falls (Figure 31 and Figure 32).  
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Figure 31: Example of Ear Falls Bell & Shaw Broadband Network 

 

 
Figure 32: Example of Ear Falls Bell & Shaw Broadband Network near Bell CO 
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Tbaytel provides fixed wireless access (FWA) internet and cellular services in Ear Falls via its tower. Tbaytel’s 
fixed wireless infrastructure was not mapped as part of this study.  However, refer to the ISED and UBF mapping 
(starting at Figure 44) for their estimated coverage in the community.  Lastly, Xplornet supplies satellite-based 
internet access to others, generally those without access to either terrestrial or fixed wireless solutions.   
 

7.3 Needs and Gap Overview 
 
An oversubscription ratio was used in this study to calculate a reasonable expectation for a community’s 
broadband requirement and to illustrate the theoretical gap.  For the study, a 4:1 oversubscription ratio has 
been used to determine a reasonably conservative initial local point of presence (POP).  Ratios and capacity 
calculations will vary depending on the actual service provider based on their business metrics and network 
capacity.  
 
The “available” broadband capacity was based on information derived from the service providers where 
available and network assumptions based on speed tests, public data sources and local visible infrastructure. 
Current fixed wireless broadband capacity was not included unless otherwise noted. 
 
Each community’s broadband “need” was calculated based on the following metrics: 
 

Premises Type Mbps 
Dwellings 25 
Businesses 100 
Hospitals/Clinics 100 
Schools 100 
Student 1 

 
The full “need” would be the result of the above-noted metrics multiplied by each of the community’s data sets 
(# of dwellings + # of students, etc.).  The “adjusted need” was calculated by applying the ratio of 4:1 to the total 
community need (total divided by 4). 
 
The “gap” was determined by subtracting the estimated “available” broadband capacity from the “adjusted 
need”.   For illustration purposes, the Ear Falls data set would look something like the following: 
 
 
 

 

 
  

POP Dwellings Businesses
Hospital/

Clinics
Schools Students Dwellings Businesses

Hospital/
Clinics

Schools Students

50 100 100 100 1 Mbps Mbps Mbps
Ear Falls 1026 410 82 1 1 115 20500 8200 100 100 115 29015 7254 2000 5254

AVAILABLE 
Mbps

GAP MbpsCommunity Broadband Gap Analysis
STATISTICS DATA (Mbps)

NEED
OS ratio 

4:1

Figure 33: Ear Falls Estimated Capacity 
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Figure 34 illustrates the relative gap (red) versus the estimated available capacity (blue) as estimated for Ear 
Falls based on anecdotal information regarding Bell’s available transport capacity into Ear Falls. However, it is 
important to note that only Bell, the network owner, can confirm this information. 
 
 

 
Figure 34: Community Gap Analysis 
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7.4 Ear Falls Overview 
 
The following section provides the analysis for Ear Falls.  Local data includes community statistics, speed test 
data, gap analysis and ground truthing observations. The overview maps illustrate visible wireline broadband 
infrastructure only.  However, not all the fibre routes were mapped given densities of distribution.  Bell copper 
telephone (DSL) and Shaw Cable infrastructure was not mapped assuming ubiquitous coverage. 
 
Quick Facts:27 
Site Visit: October 6, 2020 
Population:  995 
# of dwellings:  410 
# of businesses:  82 
# of students:  115 
# of schools:  1 
# of hospitals/clinics:  1 
 

Telecommunications Observations 
Ear Falls has the benefit of access to Bell’s regional fibre optic transport that travels through the community 
generally along Highway 105.  Bell also has a VDSL DSLAM nodes in the community capable of up to 50Mbps 
speeds in the vicinity of the CO quickly decreasing outwards to speeds below 5Mbps. Furthermore, Bell has 
installed point to point (P2P) fibre to several key enterprises in the community including the school.  The mapping 
below illustrates a sample of Bell’s fibre footprint throughout the community.   
 
Shaw Cable provides Internet access throughout a majority of the community via its hybrid fibre coax network 
that is interconnected to Bell’s fibre. 
 
There is also a Bell Mobility cellular tower site in Ear Falls.  Also, Rogers and Tbaytel operate a cellular site from 
which Tbaytel offers fixed wireless internet access (FWA) services. Xplornet is reported to provide satellite data 
services. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
27 Statistics Canada, Census Profile, 2016 Census   
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7.5 Community Ground Truthing Maps  

Figure 35: Regional Fibre and Community Boundary 

Ear Falls 
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Figure 36: Ear Falls Broadband Infrastructure 
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Figure 37: Ear Falls Broadband Infrastructure 
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Figure 38: Ear Falls Broadband Infrastructure 
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Figure 39: Ear Falls Broadband Infrastructure 
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Figure 40: Ear Falls Broadband Infrastructure 
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Figure 41: Ear Falls Broadband Infrastructure 
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Figure 42: Ear Falls Broadband Infrastructure 
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Figure 43: Ear Falls Broadband Infrastructure 
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7.6 ISED Broadband Mapping Data 28 
 

  

 
28 ISED UBF mapping accessed on December 21, 2020 

Figure 44: ISED UBF Ear Falls Broadband Availability 
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Figure 45: ISED UBF Ear Falls Broadband Availability (2) 
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7.7 ICON Broadband Mapping Data29 

  

 
29 Ministry of Infrastructure ICON mapping accessed on December 21, 2020 

Figure 46: ICON Ear Falls Broadband Availability Figure 47: ICON Ear Falls Broadband Availability (2) 
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Figure 48: ICON Ear Falls Broadband Availability (2) 
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7.8 Survey 
 
The survey was administered from January 4 to January 22, 2021.  Representatives of Ear Falls employed 
a variety of communications methods to drive participation in the survey.  There was a total of 86 
responses to the survey representing approximately an 18% response rate when compared to the number 
of households and businesses in the community. 
 
The following information was derived from the survey and has been arranged into two general 
categories: i) current broadband status and ii) desired connectivity. The full survey results can be 
referenced in Exhibit C – Survey Results. The results show that there is a strong demand for improved 
speeds in the community with the willingness to subscribe to fair priced packages if they were available.  
This suggests that there is a definite opportunity for service providers willing to invest so to implement 
improved broadband for the residents and businesses. 
 

Current Broadband Status 
 

 76% of the respondents were residential with 99% stating they have internet service. 
 

 
 
 

 The predominant connection type is Bell DSL (36%) followed by Shaw cable (30%) 
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 65% of respondents are dissatisfied with their current services. 
 

 
Desired Connectivity 
 

 56% of respondents would subscribe to packages that cost in excess of $80 per month to 
achieve the Federal goal of 50/10.   

 
 
 

 95% of respondents believe that advanced communications are very important for the 
community, residents and businesses.   

 

“There are 5 of us that live here 
and only 2 can really be on it at 
one time. With online school 
makes it difficult.” 
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7.9 Speed Test 
 
As part of this study, the Canadian Internet Registration Authority was commissioned to create a 
dedicated speed test “Lander Page” for Ear Falls at  https://performance.cira.ca/earfalls . 
 
There were 116 unique speed tests conducted by residents of Ear Falls to date since the end of 
December 2020.   
 

 
Figure 49: Ear Falls Speed Test Count 

 
The results below show that among the tests taken, a vast majority of users do not meet the Federal 
goals of 50 Mbps download and 10 Mbps upload speeds.  According to the survey results, it would 
suggest that affordability is not the primary factor in access to higher speeds given that over 56% of 
respondents would be willing to pay more than $80 per month for greater speeds. However, the survey 
and speed test methodologies cannot be used to definitively assess this hypothesis, but there does seem 
to be a strong correlation, nonetheless. 
 

 
Figure 50: Ear Falls Speed Test Data 
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7.10 Budget 
 
This budget is solely intended as a representation of the possible estimated capital requirements of an existing service provider deploying a fibre optic 
solution in the community. The budget is not based on a network design as it only uses representative estimations of similar community costing models. 
Furthermore, it does not include any development, back office, operational or related costing.     

      
  
 

  

NOTE: This budget is solely intended as a representation of the possible estimated capital requirements of an existing 
service provider deploying a fibre optic solution in the community. The budget is not based on a network design as it 
only uses representative estimations of similar community costing models. Furthermore, it does not include any 
development, back office, operational or related costing. 

Definitions 
1. Prem: residence, business, MASH (Municipal, Academic, School, 

Hospitals 
2. Market Projections: estimate of the percentage of overall prems 

that might subscribe to the service 
3. Market Penetration: estimated new subscribers per year in first 

three years 
4. Costs per Passed Prem: average cost to install the system 

passing each premises but not connecting it to the premises 
5. Costs per Connected Prem: average cost to connect a new 

subscriber, including a nominal allowance for customer premises 
equipment (CPE) within the location ie: modems 

6. Transport: estimated costs that Bell might charge for required 
upgrades to their existing transport system to provide additional 
bandwidth capacity for a competitor to access Bell's Wholesale 
network 

7. Distribution: estimated costs to implement a fibre network to 
pass by all the identified subscribers. There are nominal 
allowances for utility pole upgrades but not their annual fees 
(opex) 

8. Connection: estimated costs to connect subscribers including 
the fibre drops from the distribution network and an allowance 
for CPE within the premises 

9. Project Cost Categories: alignment of budget categories to 
funding applications such as ICON 

10. Labour: estimated cost attributed to project management, 
engineering, implementation, commissioning  

11. Materials: estimated cost attributed to items other than 
"equipment" used on the project 

12. Equipment: estimated cost attributed to fibre, optical 
equipment, routers, switches 

13. Travel Costs: estimated cost attributed to travel by project 
resources 

14. Other Direct Costs - estimated cost attributed to elements that 
do not fall in the other categories, but directly used on the 
project  

15. Funding: theoretical budget table for ICON fund 
16. ICON: requested amount from ICON (cannot exceed 25%) 
17. Other Government: Universal Broadband Fund as an example 
18. Provider: the amount a service provider might contribute to the 

project 
19. Applicant: if the applicant is an entity other than the Provider, 

for instance the community 
 

COMMUNITY EAR FALLS, ON
Number of Premises (Prem) 494

MARKET PROJECTIONS % Prem
Low 40% 198
Mid 60% 296
High 80% 395

MARKET PENETRATION % Prem % Prem % Prem
Year 1 40% 79 40% 119 40% 158
Year 2 40% 79 40% 119 40% 158
Year 3 20% 40 20% 59 20% 79
TOTAL 100% 198 100% 296 100% 395

COSTS PER PASSED PREM
LOW
MID
HIGH

COSTS PER CONNECTED PREM
LOW
MID
HIGH

PROJECT COSTS LOW MID HIGH LOW MID HIGH LOW MID HIGH
Transport 251,884$          335,845$          419,806$          251,884$     335,845$     419,806$     251,884$     335,845$     419,806$     
Distribution 1,742,250$       2,323,000$       2,903,750$       1,742,250$  2,323,000$  2,903,750$  1,742,250$  2,323,000$  2,903,750$  
Connection Costs 279,209$          372,279$          465,348$          418,814$     558,418$     698,023$     558,418$     744,557$     930,697$     
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS 2,273,343$       3,031,124$       3,788,905$       2,412,947$  3,217,263$  4,021,579$  2,552,552$  3,403,402$  4,254,253$  

PROJECT COST CATEGORIES LOW MID HIGH LOW MID HIGH LOW MID HIGH
Labour Costs 1,523,140$       2,030,853$       2,538,566$       1,616,675$  2,155,566$  2,694,458$  1,710,210$  2,280,280$  2,850,349$  
Materials Costs 113,667$          151,556$          189,445$          120,647$     160,863$     201,079$     127,628$     170,170$     212,713$     
Equipment 431,935$          575,913$          719,892$          458,460$     611,280$     764,100$     484,985$     646,646$     808,308$     
Labour Related Travel Costs 22,733$            30,311$            37,889$            24,129$       32,173$       40,216$       25,526$       34,034$       42,543$       
Other Direct Costs 181,867$          242,490$          303,112$          193,036$     257,381$     321,726$     204,204$     272,272$     340,340$     
TOTAL 2,273,343$       3,031,124$       3,788,905$       2,412,947$  3,217,263$  4,021,579$  2,552,552$  3,403,402$  4,254,253$  

FUNDING LOW MID HIGH LOW MID HIGH LOW MID HIGH
ICON (25%) 568,336$          757,781$          947,226$          603,237$     804,316$     1,005,395$  638,138$     850,851$     1,063,563$  
OTHER GOVERNMENT (55%) 1,250,339$       1,667,118$       2,083,898$       1,327,121$  1,769,495$  2,211,868$  1,403,903$  1,871,871$  2,339,839$  
PROVIDER (10%) 227,334$          303,112$          378,890$          241,295$     321,726$     402,158$     255,255$     340,340$     425,425$     
APPLICANT (10%) 227,334$          303,112$          378,890$          241,295$     321,726$     402,158$     255,255$     340,340$     425,425$     
TOTAL 2,273,343$       3,031,124$       3,788,905$       2,412,947$  3,217,263$  4,021,579$  2,552,552$  3,403,402$  4,254,253$  

40% 60% 80%

40% 60% 80%

6,459$                                

10,765$                              

40% 60% 80%
6,136$                                          4,885$                                     5,167$                                

8,141$                                     
10,854$                                   
13,568$                                   

11,505$                                        

4,602$                                          6,513$                                     

60%40% 80%

40% 60% 80%

7,670$                                          8,141$                                     8,612$                                
6,889$                                

80%

15,340$                                        
19,175$                                        

8,612$                                

40% 60%
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8. Risk Matrix 
 
The potential regional risks that could influence level of Ear Falls’ broadband connectivity is captured over 
the coming pages. The assessed likelihood coupled with the estimated impact results in a rating of the 
potential risk using the scales in the two tables below. 
 
 

 
 
 
The risks are grouped for ease of reference: Economy, Environment, Implementation, Political, 
Regulatory, Safety, Strategic, and Technology. Suggested mitigation strategies that accompany each risk 
will also serve to inform the overall recommendations for Ear Falls’ consideration. 
 
 

Score: Description: 
1 Improbable; Rare
2 Unlikely
3 Possible
4 Likely

5 Certain

Score: Description:
1 Insignificant - negligible effects.
2 Minor - normal administrative difficulties;

3
Significant - delay in accomplishing program or project 
objectives;

4  Major - program or project re-design, re-approval and re-do

5
Catastrophic - project or program irrevocably finished; 
objective will not be met.

LIKELIHOOD = Probability of the risk event actually occurring.

IMPACT = Degree of severity of the consequence.
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RANK BACKGROUND MITIGATION 

Economy 

Regional economy impacts - 
expansion or contraction of 
projects (natural resources 
valuations ie gold, forestry, etc) 

1 4 4 LOW 

Expansion or contraction of 
existing industries, effects of 
national and international trade, 
and financial stability of those 
operating in the Region can 
impact demand on Broadband. 

Industry can be a major partner in 
furthering the community's Broadband 
goals, whether as investors and/or 
assisting in lobbying efforts.  
Enterprises benefit greatly having 
access to reliable and sufficient 
Broadband access for its own 
operations and for their employees 
located in the community. 

Environment 

Natural disasters such as forest 
fires, ice rain, landslides, flooding, 
windstorms and lightning have 
impaired telecommunications 
network connectivity. 

3 4 12 HIGH 

The region is susceptible to 
natural disasters such as forest 
fires.  With a predominantly 
aerial fibre and copper  
infrastructure, the community 
can risk isolation. 

Community must continue its vigilance 
and press its service providers on 
network redundancy strategies. 

Political 

Upcoming Federal elections hold 
the potential to change the 
governing party. This can result in 
discontinuation of funding 
priorities such as rural broadband 
and wireless expansion, delay 
budgetary approvals, and/or 
contribute to increased regulation. 

3 5 15 HIGH 

The success of the region's 
Broadband development is 
intrinsically linked to Federal 
policies and directions given the 
low population densities and 
challenging terrains. 

Contact and dialogue with Federal 
politicians and bureaucrats must be 
maintained.  Regional and local needs 
must continue to be addressed and 
impacts highlighted. 
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Political 

What will be the Federal 
government's funding priorities in 
the coming year(s), especially due 
to COVID-19 impacts. 

3 5 15 HIGH 

COVID-19 has been the catalyst 
for all levels of government to 
address the Broadband gap. 
However, the pandemic has also 
created funding requirements 
across the entire economy.  It 
remains to be seen where 
Broadband will rank in the near 
future for government spending. 

Contact and dialogue with Federal 
politicians and bureaucrats must be 
maintained.  Regional and local needs 
must continue to be addressed and 
impacts highlighted. Importantly, the 
community should collaborate as 
much as possible in applications and 
support for local initiatives. 
Partnerships with service providers 
and private enterprises can increase 
likelihood of funding.  Parallel 
applications to other funds, especially 
Provincial, are crucial. 

Political FedNor - what will funding priority 
role be in upcoming year(s) 2 4 8 MEDIUM 

FedNor is an important support 
vehicle for the Region's needs. 
Their prominence and influence 
of government policies will 
remain key to the Region's 
Broadband initiatives. 

Contact and dialogue with Federal 
politicians and bureaucrats must be 
maintained.  Regional and local needs 
must continue to be addressed and 
impacts highlighted. Importantly, the 
community should collaborate as 
much as possible in applications and 
support for local initiatives. 
Partnerships with service providers 
and private enterprises can increase 
likelihood of funding.  Parallel 
applications to other funds, especially 
Provincial, are crucial. 

Regulatory Government Broadband funding 
programs 4 5 20 EXTREME 

The Federal and Ontario 
Provincial governments have 
earmarked significant funds 
towards bridging the rural 
Broadband gap.  However, these 
funds will not be sufficient to 
address the needs of all 
communities. 

Actively monitor funding 
announcements. Seek to support 
those service providers that wish to 
include the community in their 
applications. Consider leading or 
participating with neighbouring 
communities and/or regional groups in 
future applications. 
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Regulatory ISED - Antenna Tower and Site 
Sharing  3 3 9 MEDIUM 

Cellular coverage is an 
important for regional safety 
and commerce.  Enforcing tower 
sharing will enable service 
providers to extend and 
enhance their wireless networks 
to a greater extent if they can 
colocate on existing towers, 
putting capital towards added 
transmission equipment versus 
tower construction. 

Actively monitor and contribute to 
Regulatory proceedings.  Consider 
participation in existing industry 
groups with similar causes and 
concerns as required.  Maintain active 
contact with local Federal MPs. 

Regulatory 
Ontario Energy Board’s New 
Wireline Pole Attachment 
Framework  

4 4 16 HIGH 

The region is located on the 
Canadian Shield; therefore, the 
majority of fibre optic network 
expansion, at least between 
communities, will likely be pole 
mounted.  The historical rates 
per pole have doubled with 
increases contemplated thus 
jeopardizing sustainable 
business cases for service 
providers.  The potential of 
increased retail pricing is a 
consideration impacting 
consumers. 

Actively monitor and contribute to 
OEB/Provincial proceedings.  Consider 
participation in existing industry 
groups with similar causes and 
concerns as required.  Maintain active 
contact with local Provincial MPPs. 

Safety Cellular corridor coverage 
between the communities. 4 5 20 EXTREME 

Deficiencies in cellular coverage 
present challenges in emergency 
planning and safety concerns for 
residents living in rural and 
remote areas. This issue was 
outside of the original scope of 
this study but it is recommended 
that it be investigated further.   

Actively liaise with Federal and 
Provincial representatives to ensure 
the matter remains at the forefront of 
government policy. 
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Strategic 
Bell - what investment directions 
will it have beginning in 2021? 
Where will it focus its broadband? 

3 4 12 HIGH 

Bell is the major regional service 
provider in the area.  Its 
corporate fiscal goals can have 
direct impact on the 
community's connectivity and 
upgrades. 

Establish contacts within Bell and 
maintain dialogue underscoring 
importance of improvements and 
positive impact to both the community 
and the service provider. 

Strategic 
Shaw - what investment directions 
will it have beginning in 2021? 
Where will it focus its broadband? 

3 4 12 HIGH 

Shaw provides cable TV and 
internet services in the 
community.  Its corporate fiscal 
goals can have direct impact on 
the community's connectivity 
and upgrades. 

Establish contacts within Shaw and 
maintain dialogue underscoring 
importance of improvements and 
positive impact to both the community 
and the service provider. 

Strategic 

TBaytel - what investment 
directions will it have beginning in 
2021? Where will it focus its 
broadband? 

3 4 12 HIGH 

TBaytel is a key fixed wireless 
and cellular mobile service 
provider in the region.  Its 
corporate fiscal goals can have 
direct impact on the region's 
connectivity and participating 
community's level of upgrades. 

Establish contacts within Tbaytel and 
maintain dialogue underscoring 
importance of improvements and 
positive impact to both the community 
and the service provider. 

Technology Developments in 5G deployments 
and funding impacts 1 1 1 LOW 

5G is garnering significant 
technology media coverage with 
the promise of facilitating data 
communications. 

5G should not play a significant role in 
the near future of the community 
given the rural density and need for 
heavier fibre connectivity for the sites. 

Technology Developments in LEO deployments 
and funding impacts 2 5 10 MEDIUM 

Low earth orbit (LEO) satellite 
systems are starting to be 
deployed around the globe with 
the promise of high capacity, 
ubiquitous broadband coverage. 

The proliferation of LEO systems is a 
positive "risk" for the sustainability of 
a future project as it could be the 
answer to coverage gaps in remote 
parts of the community and region.  
However, trends in costing and 
coverage will need to be monitored. 
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Technology Fibre optic material and labour 
availability and pricing 3 3 9 MEDIUM 

The global demand for fibre 
optics continues to grow and 
timely availability is always 
tenuous. 

Any future fibre-based project will 
need to be identified as soon as 
possible, especially if significant fibre 
optic lengths are required.  The 
community must be mindful of the 
lead times for contractors to source 
such critical materials when approving 
timelines, including the need for 
skilled trades such as fibre splicers. 
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9. Recommendations 
 
This study of the broadband infrastructure in Ear Falls highlights that the community has several advantages in 
relation to other, more underserved communities in northwestern Ontario, namely: 
 
 Bell’s regional fibre route traverses the community. 
 Bell has very limited local fibre distribution within the community to some business and key community 

locations such as the school. 
 Shaw Cable has a hybrid fibre coax (HFC) network deployed throughout a majority of the community 

advertising internet packages up to 300/15. 
 Tbaytel provides fixed wireless access (FWA) internet services from its tower in Ear Falls. 
 The combined UBF and ICON broadband availability mapping based on service provider self-reporting, 

indicates that most of the core areas of Ear Falls have access to 25/5 internet service, with several smaller 
pockets up to 50/10. 

 
Based on these observations, the following recommendations are presented for consideration by the Township 
of Ear Falls.  They are presented as “Primary” and “Secondary” options.  
 
Primary Recommendations 
 Ear Falls should establish a Broadband Champion to drive the vision of a connected community. The 

Broadband Champion should be a staff member that is given the power to drive change. The Champion 
understands the vision and has enough knowledge and experience to provide direction and reduce barriers 
to success. 
 

 The ground truthing exercise led the project team to believe that Bell provided fibre connectivity to the 
public school. Also, there looked to be a fibre connection to the clinic; however, they report that they have 
a low tier of service.   The Government Building has a quantity of fibre located adjacent to the property; 
and a buried conduit to the building; however, further investigation helped determine that the building is 
not connected.  The Township should contact Bell’s business sales team to understand the steps and cost 
to connect the municipal office if feasible and confirm if the clinic can access additional services.   
 

 The community should collaborate with neighbouring communities, both Indigenous and non-Indigenous. 
The current funding programs promote partnerships and collaboration to increase the success of any 
applications.  In general, teaming up with other communities and service providers provides increased 
leverage and economies of scale.    
 

 Due to the current ICON and UBF funding programs, it is likely that Bell, Tbaytel and perhaps Shaw are 
reviewing their networks in the area and that Ear Falls could be part of their planning efforts.  Therefore, 
the community should contact the service providers to determine if Ear Falls is being considered as part of 
their submissions.  The community should offer letters of support to each service provider in the event 
either are successful in their funding applications. 

 
It is recommended that Ear Falls consider these action items as priorities.  The community should take 
advantage of the recently announced funding programs by both the Provincial and Federal governments by 
indicating its willingness to support those service providers that may include Ear Falls in their deployment 
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plans.  This course of action will not diminish other options available to Ear Falls including the following 
Secondary Recommendations.  
 
Secondary Recommendations 
 The presence of Bell’s fibre in the community provides the opportunity for an alternate service provider to 

access Bell’s wholesale services and deploy either as a wireless internet service provider (WISP) and/or a 
fibre-to-the premises (FTTP) provider, depending on a sustainable business case. Ear Falls should 
encourage requests by private entities interested in deploying their own networks in the community by 
providing assistance with permits, approvals, equipment locations and local media.  
 

 Ear Falls could undertake a feasibility study to assess the benefits of creating its own Internet service 
provider (ISP) tailored to meet the needs of its residents, businesses and general area.  As noted in the 
section entitled “Broadband Community Models”, other communities have successfully done so in recent 
years through a variety of business models.  However, a joint effort with other communities in the region 
could provide greater benefits including a larger base to leverage, economies of scale, and reduction in 
overhead – both from a systems perspective and management oversight. 
 

 Secure the expertise of a Regulatory resource that can monitor and advise on current and upcoming 
proceedings that could have an impact on the community with regards to broadband Internet.  This 
resource can also liaise directly with the regional service providers including Bell, Shaw and TBaytel.  It will 
be crucial to stay informed of their network planning as it relates to the area and to offer input and 
support where applicable.   

 
 Undertake a review of the Smart Cities and Intelligent Communities movements.  These global initiatives 

are not just about the quality of broadband Internet but can underpin the efforts of the community to 
improve the overall prosperity and quality of life of its businesses and residents.  Smart City projects make 
cities work better; whereas Intelligent Communities seek to make better cities.30 

 
 
  

 
30 Intelligent Community Forum, https://www.intelligentcommunity.org/from_smart_cities_to_intelligent_communities 
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Exhibit A – Funding Options 
 
The table is a summary of the currently available and relevant broadband funding sources.  

Exhibit B – Speed Test Data 
  

Funding Program Owner Funding Description

Universal Broadband Fund 
(UBF)

Innovation Science and 
Industry

$1.75 billion 

As part of the Federal government's "Canada's Connectivty 
Strategy". General Stream initial intake deadline February 15, 
2021. Large Impact project stream also in cooperation with 
Canada Infrastructure Bank (see below).

https://www.ic.gc.ca/app/scr/sittibc/web

Improving Connectivity for 
Ontario (ICON)

Ontario Ministry of 
Infrastructure

$1 billion over 6 years

To help improve and expand broadband and cellular 
infrastructure.

https://www.ontario.ca/page/available-funding-opportunities-
ontario-government#section-6

Canada Infrastructure Bank

Crown corporation that 
operates at arm's length 

from Federal 
government

$2 billion

Funding in the form of loans and equity for new broadband 
infrastructure. Applicants who wish to access funding from both 
the Universal Broadband Fund and the Canada Infrastructure 
Bank, should contact both programs.

https://cib-bic.ca/en/

Next Generation Network 
Program (NGNP)

Centre of Excellence in 
Next Generation 

Networks (CENGN)

CENGN contributes 50 percent of 
eligible project costs for an 

approved project to a maximum 
contribution of $500,000 per 

project. 

Their mission is to accelerate the growth of the Canadian 
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) sector, 
enabling economic strength and prosperity, as well as 
innovation and competitiveness. Recent programs funding to 
innovative vendros, not the host communities.

www.cengn.ca/ontario-broadband-program

Community Investment 
Program

Canadian Internet 
Registration Authority 

(CIRA)
$100,000 grants + (1) $250,00 grant

CIRA funds innovative community projects to build a stronger, 
safer and more accessible internet for all Canadians - improving 
digital literacy, internet infrastructure, access and online 
services. This fund typically applies to not-for-profits and not 
private companies. 

https://www.cira.ca/improving-canadas-internet/grants

Closing the Broadband Gap

Canadian Radio-
television and 

Telecommunications 
(CRTC)

$750M fund over 5 years

To build or upgrade access and transport infrastructure in 
underserved areas. Intake applications were due by March 27, 
2020. Future intakes unknown.

https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/internet/internet.htm
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Exhibit B – Speed Test Data 
 

Speed Tests Taken 207 

Unique Speed Tests 116 
 

TEST DATE / UTC HOUR 
DOWNLOAD 

SPEED 
UPLOAD 

SPEED 
 

JITTER 
 

LATENCY 
PACKET 

LOSS 
 
INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER 

2020-12-08 18:42 5.35 0.66 12.42 33.88 0.09 Bell Canada 

2020-12-08 18:46 4.21 0.53 2.64 33.93 0.31 Bell Canada 

2020-12-15 15:43 1.81 0.55 58.7 33.9 2.93 Bell Canada 

2020-12-15 15:56 2.92 0.7 19.41 34.89 1.12 Bell Canada 

2020-12-15 15:59 1.58 0.43 11.46 33.49 2.46 Bell Canada 

2020-12-15 16:17 2.4 0.44 7.77 33.97 0.57 Bell Canada 

2020-12-15 16:21 4.72 0.61 1.05 33.75 0.39 Bell Canada 

2020-12-15 16:27 2.65 0.1 7.45 109.97 1.75 Bell Canada 

2020-12-15 16:42 2.09 0.07 9.11 151.09 1.22 Bell Canada 

2020-12-15 16:47 2.3 0.14 12.31 128.29 0.95 Bell Canada 

2020-12-15 16:48 1.58 0.04 20.26 35.53 3.69 Bell Canada 

2020-12-15 16:49 1.73 0.63 18.83 71.78 2.17 Bell Canada 

2020-12-15 16:53 8.52 0.81 0.98 33.61 0.08 Bell Canada 

2020-12-15 16:59 2.75 0.34 18.19 91.55 0 Bell Canada 

2020-12-16 17:04 8.01 0.89 0.32 51.2 0.51 Bell Canada 

2020-12-16 17:26 0.57 0.35 11.04 136.21 2.38 Bell Canada 

2020-12-16 17:37 16.17 1.55 2.2 73.97 1.78 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-16 17:58 3.94 0.8 4.09 33.99 1.09 Bell Canada 

2020-12-16 18:56 3.85 0.85 11.35 53.14 0.53 Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 

2020-12-16 18:58 3.73 0.66 14.03 34 0.85 Bell Canada 

2020-12-16 19:04 8.79 1.05 3.4 53.92 0.01 Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 

2020-12-16 19:06 17.9 2.74 6.74 52.14 0 Bell Canada 

2020-12-16 20:21 15.78 1.52 5.58 77.28 1.51 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-16 21:10 10.26 0.84 1.03 49.5 1.39 Bell Canada 

2020-12-16 23:05 0.58 0.46 13.6 97.17 3.7 Bell Canada 

2020-12-16 23:08 19.85 7.52 1.17 73.95 0.02 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-16 23:11 15.86 1.57 1.45 78.79 2.02 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-17 0:57 4.16 3.62 13.37 56.6 1.21 Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 

2020-12-17 1:07 2.1 0.21 28.07 53.14 0 TBayTel 

2020-12-17 1:15 37.54 5.83 12.49 75.35 0.18 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-17 2:15 23.36 1.77 7.28 75.32 1.71 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-17 2:18 6.01 0.82 8.23 74.19 0.46 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-17 2:37 3.06 1.05 15.85 75.63 11.8 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-17 3:45 4.67 0.55 3.42 36.22 1.41 Bell Canada 

2020-12-17 4:08 63.1 13.29 6.02 75.68 2.38 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-17 12:48 7.74 0.64 3.6 45.8 0.21 Bell Canada 

2020-12-17 14:08 29.68 1.46 3.16 52.71 0 Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 

2020-12-17 14:20 8.87 2.6 3.9 53.16 0.48 Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 

2020-12-17 15:16 29.15 4.86 2.07 50.21 0 Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 

2020-12-17 15:27 6.5 8.23 1.41 74.38 1.48 Shaw Communications Inc. 
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2020-12-17 17:25 25.37 13.22 3.09 72.98 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-17 19:56 8.86 0.91 2.07 51.35 0.82 Bell Canada 

2020-12-17 19:57 40.78 7.46 3.49 75.49 0.74 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-17 20:07 11.26 0.59 0.69 36.94 0.08 Bell Canada 

2020-12-17 20:32 8.85 0.9 1.17 35.75 0.61 Bell Canada 

2020-12-17 20:34 8.86 0.71 0.24 34.73 0.66 Bell Canada 

2020-12-17 20:35 1.9 0.7 2.13 81.81 0.91 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-17 21:41 58.95 87.67 0.26 34.2 0.08 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-17 22:24 12.67 1.57 3.6 73.56 1.74 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-17 22:25 10.73 1.57 3.85 92 3.76 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-17 23:14 24.08 6.95 1.45 80.65 5.09 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-17 23:55 13.77 4.03 2.89 74.73 2.54 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-18 0:09 12.48 1.54 19.63 91.64 2.71 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-18 2:29 21.22 2.07 1.75 78.56 0.04 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-18 2:50 20.33 4.66 4.04 64.27 0 Bell Canada 

2020-12-18 3:43 0.64 0.56 25.16 33.19 6.52 Bell Canada 

2020-12-18 4:22 4.46 0.54 3.87 48.94 1.66 Bell Canada 

2020-12-18 5:43 1.54 0.37 3.54 46.07 2.06 Bell Canada 

2020-12-18 5:52 5.08 0.66 0.98 44.07 0.31 Bell Canada 

2020-12-18 12:20 6.7 0.79 0.99 44.1 0.26 Bell Canada 

2020-12-18 14:06 86.4 91.48 0.34 27.12 0.05 Bell Canada 

2020-12-18 14:26 9.19 0.83 1.11 34.78 0.41 Bell Canada 

2020-12-18 15:07 76.92 88.43 4.69 28.37 1.04 Bell Canada 

2020-12-18 16:39 10.36 0.65 0.89 37.84 0.14 Bell Canada 

2020-12-18 16:40 10.37 0.63 0.7 35.21 0.1 Bell Canada 

2020-12-18 16:42 10.4 0.64 0.94 36.59 0.09 Bell Canada 

2020-12-18 16:50 77.99 89.29 0.67 28.82 0.19 Bell Canada 

2020-12-18 16:55 77.39 88.68 1 28.21 0.98 Bell Canada 

2020-12-18 19:57 2.84 0.4 27.76 33.77 2.05 Bell Canada 

2020-12-18 20:38 14.28 2.99 0.8 55 2.1 TekSavvy Solutions, Inc. 

2020-12-18 21:46 21.3 1.27 2.61 73.62 2.72 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-18 23:59 6.41 1.81 11.62 45.42 0 Tbaytel 

2020-12-19 2:24 17.9 7.61 2.49 74.54 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-19 2:37 14.93 1.19 6.44 75.6 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-19 2:38 22.26 7.25 3.42 75.12 0.01 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-19 2:38 12.7 0.86 6.55 76.71 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-19 3:10 3.02 0.88 0.26 42.67 1.84 Bell Canada 

2020-12-19 15:43 8.71 0.87 1.06 44.85 0.49 Bell Canada 

2020-12-19 16:40 1.67 0.5 153.07 46.3 0.07 Bell Canada 

2020-12-19 17:21 23.76 2.24 1.06 73.75 1.48 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-19 18:58 7.45 5.04 2.76 77.31 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-19 18:58 5.36 8.32 8.33 78.01 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-19 18:59 6.57 9.99 2.78 78.03 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-19 19:00 3.31 3.4 4.8 75.88 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-19 19:03 3.78 0.63 4.59 36.47 4.32 Bell Canada 

2020-12-19 19:06 3.77 10.56 10.75 82.21 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 
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2020-12-19 19:07 3.18 6.9 16.01 102.09 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-19 19:57 5.22 0.99 1.96 78.07 3.12 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-19 21:28 8.27 0.9 1.45 34.3 0.14 Bell Canada 

2020-12-20 1:13 18.12 6.04 8.66 80.12 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-20 1:20 38.16 6.84 5.68 76.46 0.54 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-20 6:52 41.38 2.45 19.68 80.4 0.01 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-20 16:05 6.03 0.9 1.7 34.67 2.71 Bell Canada 

2020-12-20 17:50 10.14 1.02 7.18 79.46 0.35 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-20 17:52 7.77 0.81 27.19 78.26 0.01 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-20 17:53 10.26 0.99 2.52 74.97 11.23 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-20 17:54 8.43 1.57 1.86 74.38 0.19 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-20 17:55 8.42 1.67 1.28 79.15 0.18 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-20 22:47 4.42 0.87 2.94 34.86 0.97 Bell Canada 

2020-12-20 22:55 7.38 4.24 2.93 50.8 0 Bell Canada 

2020-12-21 0:49 8.63 0.89 0.6 42.95 0.57 Bell Canada 

2020-12-21 1:02 1 0.79 20.63 41.61 7.3 Bell Canada 

2020-12-21 2:02 34.71 0.79 10.48 73.88 1.09 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-21 16:11 11.62 3.13 0.87 44.24 3.77 Bell Canada 

2020-12-21 16:14 11.64 3.13 0.65 35.75 1.94 Bell Canada 

2020-12-21 16:22 5.39 0.66 9.28 46.53 6.15 Bell Canada 

2020-12-21 16:23 3.87 0.65 0.88 43.68 0.35 Bell Canada 

2020-12-21 16:25 1.8 0.6 17.3 44.58 1.63 Bell Canada 

2020-12-21 16:26 1.97 0.62 14.14 35.93 7.08 Bell Canada 

2020-12-21 16:28 1.91 0.56 9.31 71.89 2.63 Bell Canada 

2020-12-21 16:33 22.35 5.21 0.49 32.18 0.08 Bell Canada 

2020-12-21 16:35 5.51 0.66 0.24 69.83 9.68 Bell Canada 

2020-12-21 20:36 7.87 0.85 18.02 36.33 0.62 Bell Canada 

2020-12-21 20:38 7.69 0.88 4.97 36.07 0.98 Bell Canada 

2020-12-21 20:42 7.36 7.87 1.22 39.26 0.01 Ontario Health 

2020-12-21 21:11 3.65 0.66 2.44 36.14 0.33 Bell Canada 

2020-12-21 21:16 20.66 5.75 12.96 90.44 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-21 21:30 26.99 6.78 1.86 64.27 0 Bell Canada 

2020-12-22 15:52 21.8 3.64 1.49 77.29 2.7 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-22 16:40 55.52 87.52 0.28 34.42 0.23 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-22 17:56 14.73 5.07 22.78 10 0.82 Amanah Tech Inc. 

2020-12-22 18:06 1.06 0.27 77.09 81.59 1.44 Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 

2020-12-22 18:47 3.15 0.44 10.75 76.82 3.07 Bell Canada 

2020-12-22 22:28 8.45 0.62 0.87 43.6 1.39 Bell Canada 

2020-12-22 22:29 7.88 0.58 8.54 42.41 1.51 Bell Canada 

2020-12-23 17:43 9.48 0.91 0.91 43.85 0.17 Bell Canada 

2020-12-23 19:24 4.6 0.64 2.14 79.61 7.67 Bell Canada 

2020-12-23 19:25 8.32 0.88 0.9 43.53 0.32 Bell Canada 

2020-12-27 15:15 6.41 2.77 11.93 44.24 0.14 Tbaytel 

2020-12-28 16:47 5.49 0.57 3.21 38.45 3.03 Bell Canada 

2020-12-28 19:11 1.53 1.31 5.08 79.68 4.81 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-28 19:11 2.1 3.44 2.99 74.03 3.28 Shaw Communications Inc. 
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2020-12-28 19:12 2.2 1.42 6.15 75.86 0.94 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-28 19:12 42.05 2.33 15.98 52.27 0.02 Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 

2020-12-28 19:13 0.74 3.74 5.07 78.82 3.27 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-28 19:55 1.27 0.62 43.99 33.04 0.16 TekSavvy Solutions, Inc. 

2020-12-28 22:52 0.35 0.32 32.17 36.44 8.52 Bell Canada 

2020-12-28 22:54 0.43 0.24 20.88 32.29 8.04 Bell Canada 

2020-12-29 1:38 28.8 1.07 18.61 80.21 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-29 1:39 29.25 1.04 84.59 96.5 0.71 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-29 2:35 0.12 0.42 13.97 160.94 13.2 Bell Canada 

2020-12-29 4:12 1.16 0.69 0.33 39.58 6.02 Bell Canada 

2020-12-29 4:14 3.89 0.75 0.97 38.67 1.68 Bell Canada 

2020-12-29 22:59 17.11 7.74 2.3 78.76 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-29 23:05 17.66 7.64 3.32 79.91 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-30 2:07 10.7 5.15 1.94 82.7 2.13 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-30 10:00 5.85 0.59 3.2 75.17 1.86 Bell Canada 

2020-12-30 10:01 1.34 0.47 2.73 43.26 2.31 Bell Canada 

2020-12-31 3:36 1.35 0.34 5.47 35.21 3.76 Bell Canada 

2020-12-31 4:08 55.14 1.74 7.41 79.29 1.64 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-31 4:10 60.05 7.53 1.41 74.15 0.21 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-31 6:43 1.59 0.63 2.08 35.45 3.4 Bell Canada 

2020-12-31 14:40 44.81 7.13 8.49 74.81 0.17 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2020-12-31 22:28 12.22 0.96 0.39 34.66 2.91 Xplornet Communications Inc. 

2020-12-31 22:30 0.68 0.7 6.18 34.37 0.04 Xplornet Communications Inc. 

2021-01-01 2:57 5.02 0.63 3.66 44.06 0.16 Bell Canada 

2021-01-01 5:51 16.2 0.18 1.36 74.78 2.03 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-01 22:30 2.76 0.63 1.7 37.46 4.39 Bell Canada 

2021-01-01 22:31 3.37 0.62 7.73 74.15 0.64 Bell Canada 

2021-01-02 15:09 13.37 0.89 0.75 49.76 1.31 Bell Canada 

2021-01-02 15:10 13.53 0.89 0.9 49.33 0.33 Bell Canada 

2021-01-02 18:49 14.74 4.98 46.34 74.83 1.78 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-02 18:52 64.61 7.71 7.53 91 0.26 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-02 18:54 30.32 7.71 417.08 75.02 1.26 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-02 18:54 57.92 4.81 5.28 75.65 0.48 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-02 18:55 67.36 7.59 1.34 75.63 0.58 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-05 19:52 0.98 0.77 14.42 41.37 6.96 Bell Canada 

2021-01-05 20:06 43.2 6.22 10.32 74.89 0.15 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-05 20:21 6.19 3.87 4.22 53.04 0.19 Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 

2021-01-06 2:34 12.65 1.47 1.24 74.39 1.3 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-06 4:01 0.52 0.58 9.81 47.8 2.56 Bell Canada 

2021-01-06 4:04 0.65 0.62 23.52 46.95 2.95 Bell Canada 

2021-01-06 15:36 74.22 2.99 0.67 72.99 1.79 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-06 15:38 79.28 6.89 1.19 75.86 1.46 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-06 16:07 8.62 7.43 1.08 39.87 0 Ontario Health 

2021-01-06 16:37 9.4 1.44 4.59 50.95 0.05 Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 

2021-01-07 13:49 54.72 5.23 4.88 74.33 1.9 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-07 17:24 10.14 5.42 4.35 76.63 0.14 Shaw Communications Inc. 
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2021-01-07 17:27 12.27 3.82 2.21 76.19 0.01 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-07 17:59 35.97 5.63 5.28 75.46 3.91 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-07 18:00 36.27 5.61 4.24 74.84 5.34 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-08 12:02 16.28 1.57 3.36 76.3 2.07 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-08 12:09 16.3 1.57 1.84 75.96 0.09 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-08 12:09 8.72 0.85 0.53 44.49 0.36 Bell Canada 

2021-01-08 13:28 3.94 0.37 8.56 10.41 0 M247 Ltd 

2021-01-08 13:30 4.19 0.15 12.58 10.37 0 M247 Ltd 

2021-01-08 14:33 17.52 1.12 25.8 75.53 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-08 16:35 15.94 5.68 4.86 78.71 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-08 17:44 79.15 5.61 0.69 78.71 1.43 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-08 21:39 6.85 3.31 4.33 52.34 0.64 Tbaytel 

2021-01-09 1:26 9.35 0.64 3.69 42.61 1.06 Bell Canada 

2021-01-09 1:30 9.33 0.86 1.3 44.45 0.74 Bell Canada 

2021-01-09 13:49 12.54 1.54 7.07 97.25 3.05 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-09 21:49 74 7.63 1.07 72.65 1.73 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-10 0:19 4.03 0.82 3.38 39.41 1.08 Bell Canada 

2021-01-11 20:16 0.38 0.61 3.54 77.11 0.4 Bell Canada 

2021-01-11 20:19 3.9 0.64 0.76 75.14 0.29 Bell Canada 

2021-01-11 20:45 38.6 13.77 16.2 49.7 0.03 Rogers Communications Canada Inc. 

2021-01-12 1:20 23.35 12.05 11.76 74.73 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-12 20:54 5.52 0.67 3.15 29.85 0.58 Bell Canada 

2021-01-13 17:16 10.03 0.69 1.26 34.03 0.67 Bell Canada 

2021-01-16 18:14 15.22 7.37 3.58 78.37 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-16 18:16 13.71 12.58 5 92 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-16 18:17 16.57 6.31 1.72 78.58 0 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-16 18:17 15.83 6.9 5.06 78.71 0.34 Shaw Communications Inc. 

2021-01-17 21:35 2.6 2.84 4.76 49.73 1.38 Bell Canada 

2021-01-19 3:53 3.76 0.95 21.64 79.91 0.28 DigitalOcean, LLC 
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Exhibit C – Survey Results 
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Survey Question #7: 

 
If you are NOT satisfied with the level of Internet services, please describe your reason: 

So slow. Supposed to be the fastest that we can get for in our area and it’s brutal.  
It’s slow and disconnects often. Often we are without a connection for 12-24 hours at a time.  

Data limits are expensive for a commercial business 
It is way too slow  
It glitches and kicks out a lot  
Internet cuts out. Too slow at times. 
Speeds vary from 3 dl. .8 up and .2 dl and .1up, Certain days of the weeks and times of day it is pretty much 
unavailable for anything that requires a continuous connection. 

Our internet is just so slow. I feel for the school kids trying to do e-learning and missing half of the 
information because of the connection malfunctioning.  

Slow slow slow.  Can’t even zoom  
Slow service. 
Constantly have internet disruptions. Very slow service at times. Many times no service. 

The internet connection is good, but very expensive. Our Dec. bill was $257.50 for 77.6 gb used. That's over 
$4.00 a gb. We expect our cost to increase to over $500 a month during the summer months, when the 
demand will increase. 

If the computer is using wifi it is impossible to put a movie on the TV via wifi which should NOT be the case. 
Super slow downloading and uploading times. 

when there is an issue or lack of service it takes forever for someone to come look, for example internet went 
out so called they said they would send a tech out, which they rent the Bell line, they didnt then all the techs 
were on holidays, took over three weeks to get service again.  Which is extremely difficult when you have to 
work from home 

Most of the time I am unable to even load my shows (we don’t do dish for tv we only use streaming (netflix, 
prime, disney plus) also it makes me alittle bit annoyed that i’m paying for a speed and only receiving a lot 
less than that.  

There are 5 of us that live here and only 2 can really be on it at one time. With online school makes it difficult  

The service is slow, there is no unlimited option, the stores which instal or repair in either Kenora or Dryden 
are ridiculously slow to come and execute repairs 

Cost and fees are almost ruinous. 
Connection issues for the entire summer and full on lies from billing representatives  
Slow....more than one user buffers shows on Netflix  
I pay for all data I use. Not satisfactory for running a business, updating training for staff. Personal use we 
can’t have streaming Netflix.  

Having phone internet is more expensive  
My daughter has been kicked off our internet when doing home schooling because too many people on it. 
Have to use the schools internet. 

Speeds vary all the time depending what time of day  
It never works constantly, it is very slow, often loose connection, expensive 
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I have a large package the largest they offer at 200gb they just give a discount so now bill is 145 per month  
I have to be careful while streaming can only stream in standard definition  becuz of data usage  
If not carefull can burn up 200gb in less than 2 weeks  the download speeds are reduced to a rate tha even to 
open a social media page can take up to couple minutes.   

Never works properly, online booking and accounting programs often don’t work 
Too slow for the price  
Need more gigabytes. Max out our plan before the end of the pay period. Won’t increase it at a reasonable 
cost.  

Slow and cost is too high for what we have compared to other towns. 
Connection is poor most days. Long waiting periods for pages or streams to load. Have had to turn internet 
off on devices to get other devices to connect. 

Often cannot watch a video or movie, Due to continuous buffering. 
Internet cuts out all the time 
data caps are terrible, internet drops to a crawl after cap is reached and if paying for overages its outrageous 
charges, but stuck with them being the only supplier 

Expensive, and it's pay per use. Would like to have an unlimited plan.  
slow 
limited 
expensive 

Slow or next to nun  
Its very slow. But not as slow as the sawmill. It is extreamly difficult to complete many tasks there without 
driving home in hopes for a little better wifi  

Slow internet limits online learning success 
slow at times , gets bogged down when alot of users are on in town (evenings and weekends ) And still pay 
top dollar for it .  

Slow and inconsistent 
Every time there is a storm our internet is interrupted and we have to reboot. While working from home on 
line I loose connections and have to wait to reconnect.  

Extremely slow and very unreliable. You can not use more than 2 iPads at a time just reading emails as it 
slows down even more. In the evening when folks are all home it’s even slower 

it cuts out all the time 
After doing the speed test and comparing it with other tests on the map I find that my speed really is slow.  I 
feel that it is slow and often drops even though I have a clear view of the tower. 

Unreliable, slow and expensive 
Ridiculously SLOW 
Internet is constantly going down. Everything freezes. And there's only two of us using it. 
Not bad in winter but summer it slows down alot 
The internet is SLOW always. It doesn’t matter whether I am on wifi or Wired connection. The 
download/upload is making it nearly impossible to do my work! 

Internet is not reliable, extremely slow 
Cuts out, disconnects 
The cost of the service is our main issue. During tourist season, with guests using our service,  our internet 
cost reaches $500+ per month. 
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slow 
glitchy 

unreliable, often goes down, not unlimited data, expensive, limited usage for guests,  very slow 

Internet constantly cuts out and often disappears for minutes at a time. It is very slow at the best of times. 
Having lived in both BC and the Yukon before arriving here, I was baffled by what is deemed "acceptable". 
None of the communities I lived in were larger than 20,000 and most were much smaller. 

 
 
Survey Question #16: 

 
Do you have any additional information or comments you wish to share with this study team? 

I had bell before and it didn’t work at all on highway to vbay or redlake. Switched to Rogers and it’s works 
everywhere  

Bell turbo hub is our ONLY option! 
Faster internet service would be beneficial to this area 

We approached Xplornet about their services in this area, but they claim they are not taking on any new 
clients in this region.  
Our internet and cell phone services are less than up to par of other communities. I don’t currently attend 
school and a small part of me not attending is because i wouldn’t want to do schooling over the internet in 
this town with the less than acceptable internet services.. we as residences are paying a large amount of 
money to have access to internet and being ripped off big time when actually getting what we asked for 
delivered... now especially with lock downs and quarantine, people are relying on the internet to get updates 
on covid cases and to make staying in your house a lot less lonely. what sucks even more is that sometimes 
you’re relying on your 3g in your home. all while accepting the fact that in town you are only getting two bars 
of service. finally i also just want to mention, a huge worry when traveling on our road and highways during 
winter is that something will happen to our car and we won’t have services to able to contact someone.. I 
know people personally who have sat in cars for hours in the winter (our highways aren’t used as much as 
most) because people wouldn’t stop to check on them and they didn’t have any cell service to call and get 
help. I really do hope something comes of all of these test and forms. 

I have spoken with be and they have to me they do  will not provide service to my residence even though it is 
within the town limits. 

Internet is my main issue.  
I am willing to pay what I do now for better internet and packages.  
If needed to contact us about my answers or need more info  contact me.  
Susan Beaudry 
807-529-4606  

We would like to have a proper and good internet connection that will cost less  

Often technically our community is left behind with the real world.  We must be current to advance in todays 
economic recovery.  

No 

I can’t wait for a new system to be brought in 
We need better services in the North!  There are places between communities with no cell services!  Why 
should our lives be different than down south? 
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need better towers with stronger signals, that also reach out farther, you can not go a couple miles outside of 
town and the signal gets lost. 

we are 33 air kms from ear falls and the same from red lake, no cell service reaches us 
Cell service between the communities of a Vermillion Bay as Ear Falls is almost non existent. Lots of dead 
zones between Ear Falls and Red Lake as well.  

Please help 

It would amazing if this could improve 
With emergency services (fire ) transitioning to cell phone paging and more advance mobility communication 
options . There needs to be better service in this area . Very poor service along highway 105 and surrounding 
areas . 

No 
We pay far too much money for these services for what we get. For retired people on a fixed income it is 
difficult to keep up with having these services. 

Bell has bad service 
No 
Our cell phone service and internet is a disgrace. We in the North deserve to have the same quality of service 
as folks everywhere else in Canada. It’s very sad that the far North has better services than other have. Yes 
they deserve to have it also but we shouldn’t we all have equal services. People ask why we still have a land 
line??? Well if we had reliable cell service all over Canada, people wouldn’t have to have both. Right here in 
the township we are with out cell service more than we have it! 

The availability of fast, reliable internet in our community is a joke.  Especially for those not living within the 
town proper.   

It is an absolute shame how much we pay for sick poor service.   
We were exploring an Xplornet service but were informed that they cannot accept any more applications due 
to volume of subscribers. 

We are loosing business because guest expectations demand wifi unlimited. 

we have to use a booster to get our cell phone and hub to function. 
We are off the grid. 

I noticed prior to moving here that I not only rec'd but apparently sent texts in duplicate. This suggests to me 
that internet is not continuous but may in fact be internittent.   
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